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Abstract
As we deploy robotic manipulation systems into unstructured real-world en-
vironments, the tasks which those robots are expected to perform grow very quickly
in complexity. These tasks require a greater number of possible actions, more vari-
able environmental conditions, and larger varieties of objects and materials which
need to be manipulated. This in turn leads to a greater number of ways in which
elements of a task can fail. When the cost of task failure is high, such as in the case
of surgery or on-orbit robotic interventions, effective and efficient task recovery is
essential. Despite ever-advancing capabilities, however, the current and near future
state-of-the-art in fully autonomous robotic manipulation is still insufficient for many
tasks in these critical applications.
Thus, successful application of robotic manipulation in many application do-
mains still necessitates a human operator to directly teleoperate the robots over some
communications infrastructure. However, any such infrastructure always incurs some
unavoidable round-trip telemetry latency depending on the distances involved and
the type of remote environment. While direct teleoperation is appropriate when a
ii
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human operator is physically close to the robots being controlled, there are still many
applications in which such proximity is infeasible. In applications which require a
robot to be far from its human operator, this latency can approach the speed of the
relevant task dynamics, and performing the task with direct telemanipulation can
become increasingly difficult, if not impossible. For example, round-trip delays for
ground-controlled on-orbit robotic manipulation can reach multiple seconds depend-
ing on the infrastructure used and the location of the remote robot.
The goal of this thesis is to advance the state-of-the art in semi-autonomous
telemanipulation under multi-second round-trip communications latency between a
human operator and remote robot in order to enable more telerobotic applications.
We propose a new intent-recognition-based traded control (IRTC) approach which
automatically infers operator intent and executes task elements which the human
operator would otherwise be unable to perform. What makes our approach more
powerful than the current approaches is that we prioritize preserving the operator’s
direct manual interaction with the remote environment while only trading control
over to an autonomous subsystem when the operator-local intent recognition system
automatically determines what the operator is trying to accomplish. This enables
operators to perform unstructured and a priori unplanned actions in order to quickly
recover from critical task failures. Furthermore, this thesis also describes a methodol-
ogy for introducing and improving semi-autonomous control in critical applications.
Specifically, this thesis reports (1) the demonstration of a prototype system
iii
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for IRTC-based grasp assistance in the context of transatlantic telemetry delays, (2)
the development of a systems framework for IRTC in semi-autonomous telemanipu-
lation, and (3) an evaluation of the usability and efficacy of that framework with an
increasingly complex assembly task.
The results from our human subjects experiments show that, when incorpo-
rated with sufficient lower-level capabilities, IRTC is a promising approach to extend
the reach and capabilities of on-orbit telerobotics and future in-space operations.
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As we deploy robotic manipulation systems into unstructured real-world environments, the
tasks which those robots are expected to perform grow very quickly in complexity. These tasks
require a greater number of possible actions, more variable environmental conditions, and larger
varieties of objects and materials which need to be manipulated. This in turn leads to a greater
number of ways in which elements of a task can fail. When the cost of task failure is high, such as in
the case of surgery or on-orbit robotic interventions, effective and efficient task recovery is essential.
Despite ever-advancing capabilities, however, the current and near future state-of-the-art in fully
autonomous robotic manipulation is still insufficient for many tasks in these critical applications.
Thus, successful application of robotic manipulation in many application domains still
necessitates a human operator to directly teleoperate the robots over some communications infras-
tructure. However, any such infrastructure always incurs some unavoidable round-trip telemetry
latency depending on the distances involved and the type of remote environment. While direct tele-
operation is appropriate when a human operator is physically close to the robots being controlled,
there are still many applications in which such proximity is infeasible. In applications which require
a robot to be far from its human operator, this latency can approach the speed of the relevant task
dynamics, and performing the task with direct telemanipulation can become increasingly difficult, if
1
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not impossible. For example, round-trip delays for ground-controlled on-orbit robotic manipulation
can reach multiple seconds depending on the infrastructure used and the location of the remote
robot.
The goal of this thesis is to advance the state-of-the art in semi-autonomous telemanipula-
tion under multi-second round-trip communications latency between a human operator and remote
robot in order to enable more telerobotic applications. We propose a new intent-recognition-based
traded control (IRTC) approach which automatically infers operator intent and executes task ele-
ments which the human operator would otherwise be unable to perform accurately. What makes
our approach more powerful than the current approaches is that we prioritize preserving the op-
erator’s direct manual interaction with the remote environment while only trading control over to
an autonomous subsystem when the operator-local intent recognition system automatically deter-
mines what the operator is trying to accomplish. This enables operators to perform unstructured
and a priori unplanned actions in order to quickly recover from critical task failures. Furthermore,
this thesis also describes a methodology for introducing and improving semi-autonomous control in
critical applications.
Specifically, this thesis reports (1) the demonstration of a prototype system for IRTC-based
grasp assistance in the context of transatlantic telemetry delays, (2) the development of a systems
framework for IRTC in semi-autonomous telemanipulation, and (3) an evaluation of the usability
and efficacy of that framework with an increasingly complex assembly task.
The results from our human subjects experiments show that IRTC is a promising approach
to extend the reach and capabilities of on-orbit telerobotics and future in-space operations. Appli-
cation of IRTC to a given task still requires sufficient lower-level capabilities, such as remote scene
perception, motion planning, and behavior-level robot control. However, the incorporation of these
capabilities with an IRTC system enables manipulation capabilities that would not otherwise be
possible with direct manual control or autonomous control, alone.
The first part of this thesis involves a pilot study of a semi-autonomous grasping task
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with real robotic hardware and network limitations imposed by the terrestrial internet. While we
only collected data from a single untrained user, this pilot study provided valuable insight into the
practical considerations which make semi-autonomous teleoperation difficult.
The second and third parts of this thesis report the development of a remote- and local-
classification scheme for semi-autonomous structure assembly, respectively. Each part reports the
results from a multi-user study in which we evaluated the usability of the system, its potential to
improve user performance, and its potential to decrease user workload. In each study, we found our
semi-autonomous architecture enabled performance improvements and workload reduction when
compared to manual control with only a predictive display. However, only the results from the
second study were statistically significant.
1.1 Motivation
Since the dawn of modern robotics in the 20th Century, some of the best-motivated applica-
tions of robotic technology have enabled humans to explore and intervene in extreme environments.
It is often either too dangerous or too costly for humans to work in environments such as outer
space, the depths of the ocean, oil wells, or radioactive hazard areas. Instead, robotic platforms are
sent to perform the required tasks.
Space exploration and interplanetary colonization are not only pursuits with great potential
scientific impacts, but might even be necessary to ensure that human civilization persists in the in
the long-term [42]. In addition to being some of the most extreme environments that we know,
covering the distances involved in orbital science and space exploration impose enormous costs.
Space exploration has demanded a diverse spectrum of robotic control approaches, depend-
ing on the requirements of the task. Planetary exploration has involved autonomous, teleoperated,
and supervised robots. Uninhabited probes preceded humans into space, on the Moon[55], and they
have been operating on Mars intermittently for 40 years [57]. Robotic systems have consistently
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proved invaluable for exploring extreme environments beyond the reach of the most advanced in-
habited spacecraft of the time. For inhabited spacecraft, robotic manipulators for spacecraft capture
and docking have become a standard fixture on any long-running space science platform [2, 33]. As
we aim to explore new frontiers, we will need to erect more space infrastructure, and we will continue
to rely on robotic systems.
1.1.1 Servicing Free-Flying Spacecraft
There is both scientific and economic motivation to service, refuel, and upgrade on-orbit
spacecraft [97, 96]. At the time of writing, there are currently 4276 known spacecraft according to
the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA) Online Index of Objects Launched
into Outer Space1, and since 2011, there have been over 100 spacecraft launched each year. Of those
spacecraft, 1056 are active and in Geosynchronous Orbit (GSO), and are used for applications such
as communication and Earth observation. These satellites tend to have a 15 to 20 year lifespan
due to fuel capacity, but can fail prematurely and need to be replaced. Activities such as repairing,
refuelling, and upgrading such satellites is the largest near-term application for complex on-orbit
telemanipulation. This market also has a potential economic value on the order of hundreds of
millions of dollars per year [97].
There is growing interest in developing this new on-orbit servicing market around the
world. Members of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Satellite Servicing
Projects Division (SSPD), formerly the Satellite Servicing Capabilities Office (SSCO), at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) have performed numerous on-orbit servicing experiments
as part of the Robotic Refuelling Mission (RRM) between 2010 and 2016, and plan to continue
additional operations in the future [100]. These experiments involve a satellite mock-up mounted
externally to the International Space Station (ISS), and have served as a critical demonstration




(a) HST docked with Space Shuttle Discovery1 (b) HST after being released.2
Figure 1.1: The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) during and after servicing via Space Shuttle
Discovery on inhabited servicing mission Hubble Servicing Mission 4 (SM4) on Space Transportation
System (STS)-125.
higher-altitude missions including the first refuelling of a satellite in geostationary orbit.
In addition to the potential economic benefits, there are also scientific needs for on-orbit
servicing. The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) required two repair missions and was enhanced
through three additional servicing and upgrade missions. While the potential for robotic servicing
was considered for servicing HST, all five missions were performed by astronauts using the Space
Shuttle (Figure 1.1) at an altitude of 547 km in the higher levels of Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the successor to HST, is in the final stages of preparation
before its expected launch in 2018. Once it is launched, it will make its way to the Sun-Earth
Lagrange Point 2 (L2), which is 1.5×106 kilometers from Earth. Due to the large size of it’s primary
mirror, JWST will be launched in a compact folded configuration, and will need to “unfold” in space
[67]. If we need to repair or service it during its planned lifetime, robotic manipulation will most
likely be the only option since there are no inhabited spacecraft that have ever flown as far as the
Sun-Earth L2 point (3.9 times the distance to the moon).
Beyond repairing, refueling, and upgrading, some future spacecraft might even necessi-
tate assembly in-orbit. The Advanced Technology Large Aperture Space Telescope (ATLAST) and






(a) Comparison of Hubble Space Telescope mirror (2.4 me-
ters) and James Webb Telescope mirror (6.5 meters).3
(b) Photograph of the James Webb Space
Telescope primary mirror before launch.
Figure 1.2: The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will be the telescope with the largest mirror
ever launched into space, and is expected to become operational in 2018.
larger and require even more complex deployment than JWST. HDST will have an 11.7 meter di-
ameter primary mirror, which is almost twice the diameter of that used by JWST. As we increase
the scale and complexity of these spacecraft, we also increase the number of ways that their deploy-
ment can fail. Robotic servicing platforms will be critical to the maintenance and development of
ever larger and more advanced scientific platforms, so there will be a demand for more advanced
robotic manipulation systems that can operate in these environments. Furthermore, we argue that
robotic construction and servicing capabilities will enable previously impossible space structures and
infrastructure to be developed.
1.1.2 Planetary Exploration
There are also numerous applications for dexterous robotic manipulation in planetary ex-
ploration. When we plan on landing humans on Mars or other planetary bodies, there is a strong
case for using robotic systems to prepare sites and assemble infrastructure. This infrastructure
could include habitats, power stations, fuel refineries for return trips, or other facilities. Uninhab-
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Location Distance Light Time (RT) Observed Latency (RT)
LEO 200 – 1700 km 1.4 – 11.4 ms 20 – 30 ms (direct) [5]2,000 – 7,000 ms (relay) [45]
SSO 20 103 km 136 ms N/A
GEO/GSO 36 103 km 238 ms 540 – 820 ms (direct) [5]
Graveyard 100 – 300 103 km 667 – 2,001 ms N/A
Lunar 384 103 km 2,560 ms 3,000 – 5,000 ms (direct) [55]
Sun-Earth L2 1,500 103 km 10,000 ms N/A
Mars 54.6 – 401 106 km 6.1 – 44.6 min 24 – 90 min (relay) [17]
Table 1.1: Distances and delays from Earth to other locations in LEO, Semi-synchronous Orbit
(SSO), Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO), GSO. Note that all of the earth orbits require either direct
line-of-sight for direct communications, or ground segment infrastructure. For line-of-sight com-
munications, only the geostationary satellites are available for continuous communication without
relays. All times are Round-Trip (RT) times.
ited ground robots have been a pillar of Martian surface exploration, but they are designed primarily
for surface surveying and to perform scientific tasks with highly-specialized tools. In order to build
infrastructure on the surface, we argue that semi-autonomous control systems operated from orbit
would be enabling for safe inhabited surface expeditions.
1.1.3 Need for Human Problem Solving
In an analysis of requirements for on-orbit satellite servicing in 1987, Meissinger wrote that
teleoperation would still be necessary due to “the diversity and unpredictability of many servicing
tasks which call for the human operator’s skills, resourcefulness, and decision-making ability." [70]
In consequence, human operators are required for even the most simple manipulation tasks when the
cost of failure is high. While numerous experimental platforms have demonstrated great perceptual
and problem-solving ability, they are still not reliable enough for critical on-orbit tasks. In order to
accomplish these tasks, we still need human operators for high-level decision making and control.
One of the greatest challenges in remote teleoperation of space robots, however, is the large
telemetry latency between the remote task site and the local human operator. There are several
levels of latency, depending on distance between the remote site and operator, as shown in Table
1.1. In some cases, these delays are even time-varying and only delay bounds are known a priori.
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Using current space communications infrastructure leads to LEO communication latency
between two and seven seconds, depending on the type of data and terrestrial location. This large
amount of latency comes from the necessary use of a relay system such as NASA’s Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) [99], which includes several satellites and ground stations. Even
with new on orbit communications infrastructure such as European Data Relay System (EDRS),
which reduce the number of relays needed to provide continuous telemetry links, the round-trip
speed of light times to favorable locations such as the Moon or the Sun-Earth Lagrange Point 2 (L2)
are on the order of three seconds and ten seconds, respectively.
One approach to tolerating recoverable failure modes is to incorporate them into the task
plan itself. In this way, a predictable “failure” can be turned into just another, albeit sub-optimal,
way to achieve a goal. This failure mode prediction strategy is the first way that NASA tries to
handle failures in flight operations [103]. This is both a successful strategy and a pattern that can
be used to build autonomous executives which can recover from such failures. However, the history
of space flight is rife with unexpected failure modes. Gene Kranz, NASA Flight Director during the
Gemini and Apollo programs, recalled the following concerning the Apollo 13 accident:
“What we could not accomplish through technology, or procedures and operating man-
uals, we might be able to manage by drawing on a priceless fund of experience... These
three astronauts were beyond our physical reach. But not beyond the reach of human
imagination, inventiveness, and a creed that we all lived by: Failure is not an option.”
[59]
Recovering from these a priori unknown failure modes requires high cognitive ability and sufficient
knowledge about the task in order to create a new solution so that the overall goal of the task can
still be completed. Tasks with potential for unpredictable failure modes are still beyond the scope
of autonomous agents, and require human teleoperation to succeed.
1.1.4 Trusting Autonomy in Critical Applications
One major challenge to the deployment and broad acceptance of autonomous robotic sys-
tems in critical applications is trust in the reliability and robustness of such systems. Currently,
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most on-orbit telerobotic manipulation applications use a combination of manual and supervised
control, with little room for closed-loop autonomous control. Despite the potential for robust and
high-performing autonomous systems, replacing the current approaches with autonomous systems
is not practical due to the high cost of failure. In order to mitigate these risks, the gradual intro-
duction of autonomy is critical, but this still leads to additional technical challenges in human-robot
interaction. If we want to introduce these technologies, then a traded control approach could enable
their deployment as a first step toward replacing manual control entirely.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
This thesis reports a novel system architecture for Intent-Recognition-based Traded Control
(IRTC) which can mitigate some of the effects of high telemetry latency in telemanipulation and
improve operator task performance. This approach is characterized as follows:
• A modular traded-control architecture which grounds a user’s actions in the model of a remote
scene, predicts what user is trying to accomplish based on a local task model, and then executes
that element of the task if it can perform it more accurately under autonomous control.
• The preservation of a manual interaction paradigm with the remote scene.
• A local and remote execution system which manages resources, their use by the user and robot,
and distributed life-cycle states.
Additionally, this thesis describes the results of two human subjects studies with IRTC which show
the following:
• When operating with a high round-trip latency (4-seconds), IRTC improves operator perfor-
mance in structure assembly tasks with non-trivial task-level failure recovery requirements.
• Users can take advantage of IRTC effectively with less than one hour of one-on-one training.
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• IRTC can be used to reduce operator workload even with simple tasks.
• IRTC enables users to intuitively recover from manipulation failures where either a solely
autonomous system or solely manual system might fail.
• Kinematic and other physical constraints on remote manipulators have a significant effect on
how easily people can use those manipulators.





This chapter reviews previously reported experimental and operational telerobotic systems
which have been used to perform tasks where round-trip telemetry delays on the order of seconds
are expected between the operator and robot, the methods those systems employed, and their
limitations. This also includes some historical context for these systems and the state of the art at
the time of their development.
2.1 Robot Control Paradigms
As mentioned in Section 1.1, there are many types of robotic systems used in space opera-
tions. Some mature platforms are critical for current space operations, while others are single-mission
demonstrations to prove the viability of new approaches or capabilities for future space operations.
For each of these systems, one of the principal design considerations is in the incorporation of hu-
man input and sensor-based control laws. Such “semi-autonomous control” or “supervisory control”
is a field with a rich history that dates back to the dawn of modern robotic control in the early
1960’s [25]. The limitations of both direct teleoperation and complete automation have always been
apparent. While there might be reason to try to combine the human cognitive capabilities with
11
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Figure 2.1: A two-dimensional illustration of traded control (left) and shared control (right). Blue
trajectories designate human control input, yellow trajectories designate sensor-based control input,
and green trajectories designate a combination thereof.
robotic perception and lower-level control, doing so necessitates a larger amount of complexity. In
1978, Sheridan defined “supervisory control” as:
“A hierarchical control approaches whereby a (teleoperator or other) device having
sensors, actuators and a computer, and capable of autonomous decision making and
control over short periods and restricted conditions, is remotely monitored and inter-
mittently operated directly or reprogrammed by a person.” [90]
Sheridan further distinguishes supervisory control approaches as either “shared control” or “traded
control” [90]. In general, all of the control approaches utilized for on-orbit robotics can fit into one
of these two paradigms.
In traded control, movement of a robotic manipulator is exclusively controlled by a human
operator or a sensor-based control law at any given time. In shared control, movement of a robotic
manipulator is simultaneously controlled by a combination of input from a human operator and a
sensor-based control law. An illustration of these two concepts is shown in Figure 2.1.
A specific realization either of these paradigms is further characterized by its degree of
automation (DOA) and arbitration model. An architecture’s DOA, or equivalently frequency or
degree of human intervention into the manipulator’s control loop, captures the responsibilities of the
sensor-based control feedback. A traded control arbitration model determines when control is given
to either the human or the control law, while a shared control arbitration model determines how
control is combined between a human and a control law. The choices of one paradigm over another,




Figure 2.2: The degrees of automation (DOA) for traded control and shared control and their
common extremes. In addition to strictly traded control (where operator control and autonomy
are exclusive), and shared control (where operator and autonomy are always mixed), numerous
combinations of traded and shared control can also be defined.
2.1.1 Degrees of Automation
When taken to their limits, traded control and shared control result in identical behavior.
This relationship is illustrated in Figure 2.2. One extreme is direct control, and the other is “full”
autonomy. The intermediate DOA, however, are characterized differently depending on the control
paradigm.
For a traded control system, Sheridan defined a scale of 10 degrees of automation shown in
Table 2.1. This taxonomy is predicated on the notion of the definition of discrete “action alternatives”
where these actions are executed exclusively by the human operator or by a sensor-based control
law. This framework provides a natural way to decompose a task into actions which are best suited
for either a human operator or a sensor-based controller to perform. Sheridan’s taxonomy also
emphasizes the role of human-robot communication in his traded control degrees of automation.
For a shared control system, degrees of automation (DOA) are more nuanced and appli-
cation-dependent than those of a traded control architecture. While a shared control system might
also include a model of distinct tasks, there are many ways in which a human operator’s input can
be combined simultaneously with that of a sensor-based control algorithm. For example, in manipu-




1 The computer offers no assistance, human must do it all
2 The computer offers a complete set of action alternatives, and
3 narrows the selection down to a few, or
4 suggests one, and
5 executes that suggestion if the human approves, or
6 allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic execution, or
7 executes automatically, then necessarily informs the human, or
8 informs him after execution only if he asks, or
9 informs him after execution if it, the computer, decides to.
10 The computer decides everything and acts autonomously, ignoring the human.
Table 2.1: Sheridan’s degrees of automation, where Degree 1 is fully manual control, Degrees 2
through 9 are levels of semi-autonomous control, and Degree 10 is full autonomy [87].
Another system might instead control a subset of the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the manipulator.
In the most general sense, shared control encompasses any architecture in which the exact
motions of a teleoperator are not reproduced by the robot. In order to focus our discussion of control
architectures, we consider any teleoperated system which does not use sensor feedback to model the
environment to be a fully “manual” control paradigm. For example, in his original formulation [90],
Sheridan included control approaches such as compliant control [81], “resolved motion rate control”
(a less general subset of operational-space control) [106], and auto-indexing (i.e. switched control
mapping) [14]. While these control methods have proven useful, and some use sensor feedback (such
as in compliant control) they do not use this feedback to estimate a model of the environment or task.
This distinction captures the inherent additional complexity of a shared control system in which a
robotic manipulator might not follow the exact motions that a human teleoperator performs.
2.1.2 Control Arbitration
A control system’s arbitration model is the mechanism by which it allocates control to a
sensor-based control system. In traded control, this corresponds to the mechanism by which control
authority is traded exclusively between the teleoperator’s manual input and sensor-based controllers.




2.2 Direct Control of On-Orbit Robots
2.2.1 Early Work
The apparent need for large-scale space structure assembly motivated numerous space
telemanipulation feasibility studies in the late 1980’s [74, 54, 37]. At that time, it was envisioned
that Space Station Freedom (now the International Space Station) would be constructed from small
components on-orbit, instead of pre-built habitat modules and trusses. Fischer performed an early
simulation study for large-scale structure assembly with telemanipulation [27]. He concluded that
“selective autonomy” and direct telemanipulation with force-reflection could enable astronauts to
perform a majority of structure assembly work without needing to conduct any Extra-Vehicular
Activities (EVA).
O’Hara subsequently studied interfaces for performing elemental servicing tasks with a pair
of force-reflecting manipulators or 6 degree of freedom (DOF) rate-controlling joysticks [73]. These
tasks included an abstract peg-in-hole-task and an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) changeout.
This study demonstrated a reduction in an operator’s mental workload when using kinesthetic
manipulators over rate-controlling joysticks in dual-arm tasks.
2.2.2 Operational Platforms
Large-scale payload manipulator arms have been critical for on-orbit spacecraft capture,
docking, and servicing over the last two decades. These include the the Shuttle Remote Manipu-
lation System (SRMS), or Canadarm, flown on the Space Shuttle and the Space Station Remote
Manipulation System (SSRMS), or Canadarm2, on the International Space Station (ISS). These
arms are 15.2 and 17.6 meters long, and have 6 and 7 DOF, respectively. Both arms are shown in
Figure 2.3a during a payload hand-off. SRMS and SSRMS can be directly controlled either from as-




(a) 1 (b) 2
Figure 2.3
SSRMS is only one part of a system of three independent robots onboard ISS which also
includes the Mobile Remote Servicer Base System (MBS) and the Special Purpose Dextrous Manip-
ulator (SPDM). The combination of these three robots forms the Mobile Servicing System (MSS).
While SSRMS is 17.6 meters long, it still cannot reach the entirety of ISS when anchored at a single
location. MBS enables SSRMS to move along the length of ISS, in addition to its self-relocating
capability. SPDM is a pair of two additional 7 DOF manipulator arms which are each only 11.4
meters long and can perform higher-precision positioning than SSRMS.
The robots on board ISS can be controlled in direct or supervised modes. When under
direct control, robot operators use rate-controlled joysticks as shown in Figure 2.3b to command
Cartesian position and orientation. In order to maximize safety due to the proximity to astronauts
on ISS, these manipulators are almost always operated with deterministic non-redundant control
algorithms and with strict rate limits.
2.2.3 Demonstrations
Bilateral force-reflection is one of the most extensively researched approaches to enable
high-quality telemanipulation. The goal of these methods is to provide a dynamically stable “trans-






interface to a remote robot which displays forces proportional to those in the remote environment.
Since this couples master and robot motion, sophisticated methods need to be employed to guaran-
tee dynamic stability without sacrificing too much performance. Lawrence developed mathematical
tools and a design framework for developing bilateral force-reflecting interfaces with small amounts
of closed-loop latency [64]. This design framework, however, is effective for sub-second delays.
Lawrence’s experiments were conducted with a “median” delay of 50 ms, and suggests that delays
on the order of 2 seconds would make bilateral teleoperation “problematic in any architecture” [64].
Leung reported a control synthesis method in which he demonstrates force-reflection sta-
bility with 4 seconds as the upper limit for round-trip delay on a hypothetical telemetry inter-
connection [65]. However, with this high amount of closed-loop delay, the control performance is
significantly reduced. He also shows that his reported method cannot provide a stable interconnect
when the round-trip delay is 6 seconds, or greater.
Imaida et al. subsequently developed a bilateral force-reflection system which was deployed
and tested as part of the Engineering Test Satellite 7 (ETS-VII) mission [52]. They successfully
demonstrated ground-to-earth-orbit bilateral force reflection with 6-7 seconds of round-trip delay for
both a surface following task and a peg-in-hole task. While this system enabled stable teleoperation,
it did so at very slow, almost quasi-static speeds. In the surface-following task, the robot’s end-
effector moved at 0.5 to 0.6 millimeters per second, and took over four minutes to cover a distance
of approximately 150 millimeters [52].
2.2.4 Limitations
When teleoperating a robot over networks with round-trip latencies such as those shown in
Table 1.1, an operator’s performance can be reduced because he or she needs to be able to verify that
commands are being correctly applied in the remote environment. As Ferrell and Sheridan noted [25],
this means that for latencies greater than half a second, users attempting to perform manipulation
tasks adopt a “move-and-wait” strategy; users command the motion of a remote manipulator and
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then wait to see the effects of their actions before continuing. This results in numerous pauses in
task execution that only occur in the presence of large latency.
Numerous methods for mitigating the effects of high-latency telemetry in telerobotics have
been studied since the creation of the first telerobotic interfaces. While the control community
has developed a broad range of well-studied methods for sub-second closed-loop latencies [4], once
the delay increases beyond these levels, the bandwidth with which the user can control any remote
manipulator is reduced. This bandwidth limitation thus limits the tasks that the operator can
perform, if the task involves movement or reactions with higher bandwidth requirements. For round-
trip latencies larger than one second, there are several approaches which aim to incorporate remote
environment prediction in one or more ways to help the user perform correct actions.
2.3 Autonomous On-Orbit Operations
There have been a few demonstrations of on-orbit autonomous manipulation, but only in
the context of rendezvous and capture of satellites. Autonomous rendezvous and capture is the first
technology capability required to begin robotically servicing and refuelling satellites on orbit. From
1998 to 1999, National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA), which was later incorporated
into Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), demonstrated autonomous robotic rendezvous
and docking with the ETS-VII platform [53]. This spacecraft included a 2-meter long robotic
manipulator. NASDA also collaborated with German Aerospace Center (DLR) to demonstrate
ground-based visual servoing and combined dynamic manipulator position and satellite attitude
control [62]. The Orbital Express Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) mission





One of the most fundamental challenges in semi-autonomous teleoperation are the limi-
tations of the autonomous subsystems. The capabilities of the perception and control loop on the
remote robot need to be sophisticated enough to improve the human operator’s performance, but
since the problem is already predicated on the insufficiency of pure autonomy, we are not guaranteed
that we can offload any subset of tasks or sub-tasks onto the remote system. This challenge is part of
the reason why semi-autonomous approaches have yet to become prevalent in telesurgery despite the
commercial success of the Intuitive Surgical da Vinci platform. There are few machine perception
algorithms which can robustly model the interior of the human body. Furthermore, most surgi-
cal tasks involve manipulating non-rigid surfaces with complex non-homogeneous material makeup.
This means that human surgeons are responsible for recognizing what tissues the robot is manipu-
lating and need to be in direct control of all robot motions. In contrast with medical applications,
however, more of the environment objects involved in on-orbit servicing and assembly have better-
defined appearances and easier to model. This means that there are many more tools for partially
automating these tasks, and we argue that we can incorporate existing state-of-the-art autonomous
manipulation algorithms into semi-autonomous control systems for on-orbit satellite servicing.
2.4.1 Explicit High-Level Control
One of the most successful forms of semi-autonomous control is high-level control, where
there is a layer of command abstraction between the operator and the robot. Sheridan’s formalization
of traded control assumes that control trading is done through an explicit mode change which is
initiated by the user. Then, subsequent actions made by the remote system are based on high-level
commands from the user, based on some domain-specific programming language. A decade later,
when evaluating the capabilities needed for on-orbit telerobotics, Sheridan concluded that solutions
were still needed to improve “computer-aiding in supervisory control” including “better simulation,
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planning, and failure detection” [86].
High-level supervisory control is another solution in which the operator commands a remote
robot with lower-level primitive actions. Sheridan analyzed a variety of tasks and delays which
affect when it makes sense to use a low-bandwidth direct control or a supervisory interface for on-
orbit robotic applications [88]. These supervisory control methods were used heavily in the recent
DARPA Robotics Challenge to deal with challenging tasks, but sometimes required operators to have
“months” of training [6]. Supervisory control methods can quickly turn into complex programming
interfaces in order to specify and parameterize more and more tasks and variants thereof [20].
This high-level control has been the primary means of control for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Mars Rovers [10, 105, 7]. As shown in Table 1.1, the telemetry
latency between Earth and Mars is between 24 and 90 minutes, depending on the positions of the
planets. Since most planetary exploration task elements other than long-range driving will take
less time to execute than this delay, high-level directives are sent to the rovers to execute over long
periods of time. These systems thus exhibit a high level of autonomy, while still being controlled by
human operators.
2.4.2 Model-Mediated Control
One of the most successful forms of shared control is “teleprogramming”, or model-mediated
control, [30]. These model-based approaches take many forms, but they all rely on either predictive
simulations of the remote environment. One way to enable more natural teleoperation (with or
without haptic feedback) under large time delays is model-based teleoperation, which uses models of
the environment acquired from models developed a priori and updated in real time during manipu-
lation [87, 94, 82, 30, 102]. Stein et al. [93] report a teleprogramming interface was used to attempt
to cut tape securing a mock-up of thermal satellite insulation at a remote site. In both of these
cases, however, numerous manipulation errors occurred during telemanipulation due to discrepancies
between the predictive display and actual environment. Preliminary work has shown that model-
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based teleoperation with haptic feedback improves user performance under very simple conditions
with delays of up to 4 seconds [72], but complex manipulation has not yet been accomplished under
this paradigm.
Supervisory control has proven valuable for undersea robot operations [109]. Sayers et al.
demonstrated teleprogramming in control of an undersea robot [82] over low-bandwidth networks
with additional 5, 10, and 15 second telemetry latency. This system would render overlayed 3D
virtual fixtures when operators moved close to target objects, and aided in their precise manip-
ulation. For their undersea manipulation tasks, they were able to demonstrate the usefulness of
teleprogramming over direct telemanipulation methods.
2.4.3 Predictive Displays
In situations where a human operator is controlling a remote robot over high latency
telemetry, one challenge is simply understanding exactly what commands sent to the robot will
do in the remote environment. One way to mitigate this challenge is to provide an operator with
low-latency predictions of the results of any command in real-time. These predictions are shown
with augmented synthetic overlays in the context of the remote environment with either a model,
real images, or a combination thereof.
Bejczy et al. integrated local proximity sensors into a telemanipulation system [9]. The
system would then display whether or not an object was likely to be grasped if the gripper was
closed in a certain configuration. Baumann developed an early prototype of a real-time system for
visualizing global spatial information for space telerobotics, but only hypothesized driving it from
real data [8].
2.4.4 Traded Control
Gennery et al. reported some early work on the Programmable Image Feature Extrac-
tor (PIFEX) system, which was intended to identify and localize objects in a telerobot’s remote
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workspace [32]. This work was integrated into a traded control system for an early NASA teler-
obotic platform which was meant to be controlled from an astronaut in orbit close to the remote
site [84, 107], in which case the closed-loop latency would have been on the order of hundreds of
milliseconds. This technology demonstrator included both direct control and autonomous control
modes, between which an operator could switch at run-time. While PIFEX realized several modes
of direct and semi-autonomous teleoperation, it was not designed to mitigate the issues of large
time delay. This is significant since the best motivation for on-orbit telerobotics is when the human
operators are separated from the remote site [85].
2.4.5 Multi-Modal Control
The challenges due to the effects of time delay on robot control motivated the develop-
ment of NASA’s Telerobotic Intelligent Interface Flight Experiment (TRIIFEX) and DLR’s Robot
Technology Experiment (ROTEX) [46, 43, 44]. This experiment involved not only the first tele-
operated robotic manipulator in space, but also the first semi-autonomous robotic manipulation in
space [49, 45, 50]. Specifically, ROTEX, which was developed primarily at DLR, provided both a
predictive display mode and an autonomous supervisory control mode. When using the predictive
simulation, ROTEX did not include automatic periodic updates of the simulated world based on
sensor data. Landzettel et al. noted that simulation-based teleoperation was critical to the success of
the experiment, and opined that it was the “only efficient way” to mitigate the high control latency,
which reportedly reached upwards of seven seconds [63].
One of the most significant demonstrations of ROTEX was the semi-autonomous capture
of a free-floating object utilizing automatic object tracking. According to Hirzinger, ROTEX could
only use force-torque and proximity sensors for onboard closed-loop control due to computational
limitations, so the free-flying object tracking was done using ground-based vision processing. The
future state of the object was then predicted using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and displayed
to the user [50]. ROTEX was also used to assemble a “three-part truss structure” within the spacelab
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work cell, but this was done without machine vision.
Hirzinger et al. continued research on augmented teleoperation, including developing active
compliant controllers from human demonstration [47]. Subsequent work continued to rely on a
simulation-based framework for mitigating the effects of time delay [48, 80], but researchers at DLR
have also been able to avoid large delays entirely entirely with a direct uplink to Low Earth Orbit
(LEO). In doing this, they could achieve force-reflecting teleoperation from ground to LEO with
the aforementioned methods [83, 80]. DLR has preferred to focus on space robotics with direct
or single-relay communication, so that force-reflection (with varying levels of performance) can be
achieved [5]. Most recently, however, there has been a resurgence in research of semi-autonomous
and shared control for telerobotic tasks, such as the telerobotic grasp planning work reported by
Hertkorn et al. [41].
2.4.6 Intent Recognition in Teleoperation
There has been some work in human intent recognition for in teleoperation, but the majority
of such research has been in the context of in-person human-robot interaction [51, 71, 35]. In
telemanipulation, an operator’s “intent” is a set of effects that he or she wishes to have on the
remote environment in the near future. These effects can be specific changes in the position or
orientation of an object, an application of force on the environment, some motion of the robotic
manipulator, or the maintenance of some dynamic or cyclic control policy. Furthermore, intent
“recognition” is the process of determining what the operator intends those effects to be based on
an incomplete observation of the actions which would cause them.
End-effector trajectory tracking or servoing to precise locations can be difficult if there are
physical obstacles or non-trivial kinematic constraints in the remote environment. This challenge
becomes even more significant when the operator intends to affect the remote environment, since
the outcome of physical interactions are hard to accurately predict due to sensitivity to noisy sensor
data. In some cases, unobserved changes in the environment or disturbances to the robot can cause
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an operator’s command can be incorrect or imprecise. Despite these limitations, there is often
sufficient information about the task and sensed from the environment to infer what the operator is
intending to do before they complete a given action.
Tatsuno et al. reported an early single-DOF experiment in which they recognized a human
operator’s intention to either touch, push, or “beat” an obstacle located on a track [98]. They were
able to recognize an operator’s intent from early force and position data using a neural-network-based
classifier.
Yu et al. developed a semi-autonomous telemanipulation framework which modeled user
intent as constraints or control laws, and applied virtual fixtures or assistive forces in order to ac-
complish various manipulation tasks [110]. They used a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to recognize
user intent based on task-relevant information which could be perceived in the remote environment.
Stefanov et al. also developed a single-DOF haptic teleoperation system which was meant to dis-
tinguish the transportation and positioning phases of a point-to-point movement [92]. Gao et al.
reported a system which recognized operator intent in teleoperated driving tasks using Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMMs) based on environment features [31].
Dragan and Srinivasa proposed a formalism for arbitration in shared control which empha-
sized the “aggressiveness” of the arbitration as being a critical factor in the utility of a shared control
system [24, 23, 22, 21]. Their formalism included an arbitration function, α, which monotonically
increased with intent recognition confidence1.
While there are many methods for recognizing operator intent, most have only been applied
to shared control systems. This means that the degree to which a system can assist an operator is
limited to the application of task-space constraints or small corrections. It is unclear whether a more
complex telemanipulation assistance system where the remote robot can perform gross correction to
assist an operator can be developed without incurring additional operator workload.




3.1 IRTC: Intent-Recognition-based Traded Control
Object manipulation is one of the most fundamental purposes of robotic systems, and has
motivated large segments of the field for the better part of the last century. As such, rigid object
grasping and point-to-point manipulation has been studied extensively in the context of “pick-
and-place” tasks. Despite these advances, automated planning and reasoning systems for object
manipulation still have not achieved human-level performance in solving high-level problems. Thus,
common practice is to build a set of well-defined low-level behaviors with well-defined preconditions
and results, and integrate them into a planning system which can reason about them to affect
the environment. These restricted representations make many problems in object manipulation
tractable, but they do so at the cost of omitting the potential for less-structured and more efficient
operations. Whenever there is a large enough mismatch between the robot’s world representation
and the actual possible states of the world, there is opportunity for critical failures which necessitate
these less structured operations in order to recover.
Intent-Recognition-based Traded Control (IRTC) aims to improve the performance of
Cartesian kinesthetic telemanipulation in two ways. The first goal of this approach is to miti-
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gate the effects of large telemetry time-delay on the speed and accuracy with which an operator
can accomplish a sequence of task elements, or “taskels”. We define a “taskel” as an atomic action
with a well-defined criterion for success or failure after completion. Given this, we can distinguish
the delay effects as belonging to one of two categories: those that take place on the time-scale of
an entire task, and those that take place within the time-scale of individual taskels. For example,
a basic pick-and-place task might involve task elements such as positioning a gripper, grasping,
repositioning, and releasing. When positioning, if an operator adopts a “move-and-wait” execution
strategy, he or she must wait for the entire closed-loop delay cycle multiple times while moving.
We believe that in many manipulation tasks, there is a sufficient amount of observable information
to discriminate between an operator’s intent to perform different taskels. In order to do this auto-
matically, a system requires information about the environment and the mechanics of the task are
known. If we can properly classify the operator’s intent in a given context, then, we can eliminate
the sub-task scale delays by driving the end-effector of the manipulator to the predicted target au-
tomatically. The second goal of IRTC in manipulation and assembly is simply to improve operator
accuracy while reducing workload. In our target applications, real bilateral force reflection is not
feasible, so there is an inherent danger that the teleoperator could damage the objects that he or
she is manipulating. While passive or active compliant control methods can be used to manage
these risks when manipulating objects with large inertia, this is insufficient if a task requires that
an object or surface remain stationary until it is securely grasped. By incorporating non-contact
sensing methods like combined color and depth (RGB-D) 3D perception, we can accurately dispatch
an autonomous trajectory which not only executes the task element, but also takes control before
the operator improperly manipulates an object.
In comparison to supervised autonomy, where an operator is given intermittent interaction
with what would otherwise be an autonomous robot [89], we intend for the human-machine interface
to be more like that of a telemanipulation system in which a classification system recognizes the
operator’s intent through observations of his or her motions, and performs the intended task elements
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with greater accuracy and precision. We believe that this will enable more dexterous operation and
allow the operator to focus on the task instead of focusing on the interface. A design goal to make
such a system work in practice is to design the interaction in such a way that operator perceives
as if the system is performing the same actions that he or she intends to be making. We also do
not make a distinction between human-controlled tasks and robot-controlled tasks in manipulation.
Instead, we consider the automation of elements of a given task.
Since IRTC automatically “trades” control authority from the human operator to an au-
tonomous executive which runs in a low-latency control loop, the system can respond to well-defined
events much sooner than would a remote operator. This means that this control paradigm has the
potential to enhance an operator’s ability to perform precise and complex manipulation actions in
suddenly changing situations.
This approach is in contrast to the approach employed by the ROTEX system [45]. In that
architecture, numerical simulations of the remote environment are executed in close proximity to
the operator. This enables the system to forecast how the remote environment will respond to the
operator’s actions in real-time. This forward simulation approach is a viable option for capturing
a free-floating object in microgravity. Unfortunately, such methods are not capable of accurately
simulating situations with more complex dynamics such as those where objects might contact each
other, or when trying to predict the motion of articulated or deformable objects. Instead of trying
to predict the motion of objects, our system attempts to predict what the operator is trying to do,
and then tries to perform that action once it has been contextualized in the scene. An additional
benefit of this approach is that there is no need to synchronize the clocks of the master and slave
systems for control or visualization purposes.
The central philosophy of our IRTC architecture is to preserve a direct manual interaction
paradigm while augmenting the operator’s skills with precise automated taskels. This is done by
(1) recognizing an operator’s intent, grounded in the remote scene, and (2) autonomously executing






Figure 3.1: Aggregation of closed-loop delay from two channels, τ1 and τ2, shown in blue, to delay
on a single channel τ1 + τ2, shown in red. This leads to an equivalent delay between an operator’s
actions and his or her ability to observe the results of those actions.
the remote environment, we avoid limiting the expressiveness of the interface, and by automatically
recognizing the operator’s intent, we avoid creating overly complex and cumbersome user interfaces
for selecting and parameterizing taskels.
3.2 Treatment of Round-Trip Delays
In practice, communication latency comes from a variety of sources, on multiple commu-
nication links, and with different characteristics. Throughout our work, we treat time delay as
piecewise constant. Our approach remains valid as long as the amount of closed-loop delay is mea-
surable. Often there are different amounts of delay on data being sent in different directions, as
well as different amounts of delay on different types of telemetry. If the data channels are all being
synchronized, then from a human operator at one synchronized point in the communication graph,
outbound and inbound delays are indistinguishable from the same net amount of delay applied to
all information being sent in a single direction. Subsequently, throughout our work, we model the
round-trip delay in the system as a single delay on the operator commands, τd. We choose this
formulation of the delay because the operator commands are lower dimensionality (and bandwidth)
than the information flowing in the opposite direction, and are therefore easier to manipulate in an
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experiment. At time tm in the operator’s context, he or she will only see his or her commands from
time ts = (tm − τd) being applied. Since our system is realized in discrete time with period Ts, the
continuous-time delay τd results in a discretized closed-loop delay κd = τd/Ts.
3.3 Display of the Remote Environment
Since maintaining a teleoperator’s ability to manually interact with the remote environment
is a priority, we develop our IRTC systems so that they provide a “raw” camera view of that
environment. This differs from teleprogramming systems where a teleoperator interacts with and
observes a simulated view of the remote environment [29]. With our realization of IRTC, the operator
observes his or her commands being executed on the remote robot after the full round-trip delay
imposed on the telemetry. Favoring showing the delayed video stream is critical to enabling direct
control without any interference from the system, and it also keeps users aware of the delay.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.3, predictive displays can be very effective for mitigating some
of the challenges due to high-latency telemanipulation. Fundamentally, the usefulness and robustness
of predictive displays is bounded by their uncertainty about what they are trying to predict. It
follows that there is a large rise in uncertainty in the prediction of the evolution of the result scene
over just the prediction of the commands sent to the robot. The limitations of a system’s ability to
predict the evolution of the remote environment is at the core of the limitations of teleprogramming
[101]. However, predictions of the “ideal”, unobstructed, commands that the remote robot is meant
to execute can be made with high confidence. Additionally, giving human operators instantaneous
visual feedback about the commands they send to the robot improves situational awareness [56].
3.4 Task Requirements
We are primarily concerned with tasks involving on-orbit telemanipulation and assembly.
In general, such tasks involve manipulation of a priori known objects and materials with well-defined
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interaction mechanics. There are some exceptions, such as when servicing older spacecraft without
available schematics and pre-flight photos. In such cases, there is a large degree of uncertainty in how
those materials will appear on orbit as well as their condition after being subjected to one or more
decades of ionizing radiation. For the application of IRTC, we assume that taskels can be developed
which can autonomously manipulate these objects and materials which we plan on encountering in
a given application. More generally, our proposed IRTC systems require “local” task models, which
include the effect of a taskel and a program to execute it. As such, we expect the results from our
own studies of IRTC to be applicable to similarly-defined taskels.
We designate a “trivial” recoverable failure mode (T-RFM) as a situation in which the
desired goal of an action is not achieved, but the only action required to recover is to reverse a single
action and try execution again. Robotic manipulation involves T-RFMs such as when an incorrect
trajectory is executed without any other effects on the environment, or when an incorrect object is
grasped without being displaced. In the former, the incorrect trajectory can be executed in reverse,
and in the latter, the object can be released. Any other recoverable deviations from a nominal
task sequence are designated “non-trivial” recoverable failure modes (NT-RFMs). These failure
recovery sequences require the operator to plan and execute actions which are different from those
involved in the initial action. In robotic manipulation, displacing the wrong object or unintentionally
disconnecting two previously-attached objects requires multiple steps to return the environment to
the previous state.
3.5 Recognizability of Human Intent
An operator’s intent is the combination of the type of their desired effect on the environ-
ment and the way in which they want to make that effect. For the purposes of IRTC, an intent
needs to be recognized from operator commands before it has any potentially negative effect on the
remote environment. An intent is τ -recognizable if it can be recognized τ seconds before affecting
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the environment in a non-trivial way. This measurement is relevant because the human operators
maintain manual control only until the IRTC system acquires control. For an IRTC system to be
able to assist a user execute a given taskel to accomplish an intent, it must be τ -recognizable with
τ > 0. This is one of the most restrictive requirements for IRTC.
3.6 Perception Capabilities
Since IRTC necessitates modelling the state of the remote environment, any implementation
would require lower-level perception capabilities which support the required intent recognition and
autonomous taskel execution. For the systems reported in the subsequent chapters, we only utilize
object classification and pose estimation algorithms for rigid object tracking.
3.7 Control of Dissimilar Kinematics
The necessary dissimilarity of kinematics for on-orbit manipulators from human arms can
often make them challenging or unintuitive to operate manually. While some on-orbit manipulators
aim to match the dexterity of human arms, there are numerous constraints which lead to robot
arms being designed with non-human degrees of freedom (DOF), link lengths, joint limits, and
dynamics. For example, while the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Front-End Robotics Enabling
Near-Term Demonstration (FREND) arm was designed so that its dexterity is “analogous to that
of the human arm” [19], it has several joints with 360-degree ranges of motion. While having large
ranges of motion is desirable for maximizing dexterity, a human operator controlling such an arm
in task-space is responsible for constantly being aware of these constraints. This additional activity
requires a great deal of experience, clear state visualization, or some combination thereof. Even for
experienced robot operators, this can increase workload and fatigue rate over the course of a long
robotic operation.
However, adding too many inputs or displaying too much additional information can be-
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come overwhelming for a human operator [18]. We rely on task-space control with a kinesthetic
human robot interface for providing a simple and intuitive method for directing the remote robot’s
end-effector. While such interfaces are intuitive, they also separate the operator from the kinematic
constraints of the remote manipulator. Since these challenges are so pervasive, we do not neglect
them in the systems that we describe in the following chapters.
3.8 Non-Reliance on Haptic Feedback
While the development of haptic interfaces has provided a wide range of new ways for
information to be displayed to a human operator in teleoperation, we focus on developing IRTC
without relying on haptics. There are numerous ways in which haptic interfaces, especially bilateral
force-reflecting interfaces, can improve a teleoperator’s ability to perform nuanced manipulation
tasks [108]. However, the best way to display useful haptic cues in situations with multi-second
telemetry latency is still an open research question. While there are a variety of hardware interfaces
for displaying haptic information to user, these systems to scale in size and weight along with their
capability to display rich haptic information [40]. Such hardware requirements might preclude a
system from being deployed on a spacecraft without additional advances in haptic interfaces.
The incorporation of any kinesthetic haptic interface meant to display information about
remote environment could be based on either simulated force feedback [1], high frequency transients
for contacts [61], or abstract cues [34]. Since a display of haptic information results in an additional
active element in the control loop, it is critical that it neither prevents the operator from moving in
allowable ways. Another major concern is the potential for haptic “misinformation”. Since haptic
cues are so familiar to people when using their own arms, subtle differences or discrepancies can





This chapter reports the development of a prototype vision-based Intent-Recognition-based
Traded Control (IRTC) system for assisted object grasping. The results were originally published
in the proceedings of the 2013 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation with
co-authors Chavdar Papazov, Darius Burschka, Kai Krieger, Sven Parusel, Sami Haddadin, William
L. Shepherdson, Gregory D. Hager, and Louis L. Whitcomb [12]. This work was performed in
collaboration with the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and Technical University of Munich (TUM).
Researchers and engineers at DLR provided access to a DLR Lightweight Robot Version 3 (LWR-III)
with an interface to a low-level Cartesian velocity controller. Researchers at TUM provided a color
and depth (RGB-D) object recognition and pose estimation system called ObjrecRANSAC. Some
additional information has been added for depth.
4.1 Introduction
The aim of this study was twofold: first, to develop and test the simplest realization
of Intent-Recognition-based Traded Control (IRTC) in remote manipulation, and second, to learn
about the real effects of network-induced latency on kinesthetic telemanipulation. As described
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previously in Chapter 3, there have been great advances in autonomous robotic manipulation for
simple tasks. Since our goal is to develop a system for semi-autonomous assembly, the first task
element (taskel), which is necessary for assembly is object grasping. Autonomous robotic object
grasping of rigid objects is a mature field with well-studied solutions for motion planning, gripper
finger planning, gripper control, and even in-hand manipulation. In multi-object manipulation for
assembly, however, an autonomous system might not be able to correctly determine which object
needs to be grasped, especially if the task is diverging from the nominally expected sequence of
events. Thus, this study focuses on providing assistance for object grasping over real-world high-
latency telemetry. These experiments also served to ensure that the necessary perception and control
capabilities were developed before we began adding more sophisticated intention-recognition and task
planning systems.
The experiment reported in this study utilized operator hardware interfaces at The Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD, USA to control a German Aerospace Center (DLR) Lightweight
Robot at DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, as seen in Figure 4.1. The network connection between
the human operator and the remote robot was established over the normal internet.
Since we were still in the process of developing our approach, this system was referred to as
the “Augmented Shared Control for Efficient and Natual Teleoperation (ASCENT) Mk1” prototype,
or Augmented Shared Control for Efficient and Natural Teleoperation. While the fundamental
approach includes traded and not shared control as defined by Sheridan [89], this initial prototype
did include stages of both types of control. Furthermore, augmented refers to the fact that the
input controlling the robot is augmented by the output from the color and depth (RGB-D) object
recognition system.
The contributions reported in this chapter are as follows:
• a prototype system for IRTC for semi-autonomous grasp assistance,
• a demonstration of this system over real-world high latency networks, and
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Figure 4.1: The experiments were conducted with a human operator at Johns Hopkins University
(JHU) Homewood Campus in Baltimore, MD, USA, utilizing a da Vinci Master Console (left)
commanding a Lightweight Robot Version 3 (LWR-III) as part of the Safe and Autonomous Physical
Human Aware Interaction (SAPHARI) platform at DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany (right).
Figure 4.2: A high-level overview of the ASCENT prototype. Commands are sent from the
human operator at the da Vinci R⃝ (Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) master on the
left over a Robot Operating System (ROS) network (purple) to the remote site. At the remote
site, they are intercepted by the ASCENT Augmenter, which classifies user intention based on
real-time sensor feedback from the RGB-D perception pipeline. The augmented commands are
then forwarded to the DLR Beasty Real-Time Interface (RTI) ROS bridge, which commands the
Cartesian impedance velocity controller running in the Beasty Robot Control Unit (RCU) over DLR
Agile Robot Development Networkings (aRDnets) (red).
• a preliminary study of one user’s performance when using the prototype system.
4.2 System
Our initial IRTC system aimed to leverage as many existing platforms possible to ease
integration and reduce issues introduced by sub-optimal implementations of interfaces. In this
system, a human operator used a commercial da Vinci R⃝ master console to control the remote robot.
An overview of the entire system is shown in Figure 4.2. The two main subsystems of the remote
robot included a DLR LWR-III using the DLR Beasty low-level control framework [36, 78] as well
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as the ObjrecRANSAC RGB-D 3D object recognition framework developed by Papazov et al. [77].
We developed the ASCENT Mk1 prototype system with several open-source and propri-
etary third-party software frameworks. Both the da Vinci R⃝ master “black box” Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) and DLR Beasty controller are proprietary, closed-source frameworks, and
are not available to the public. We relied heavily on open-source frameworks, however, to connect
these two end-points. We utilized and extended software built with the ROS [79] for distributing
computation and the Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS) [16] for controllers that talk to the
lower-level API and need to run at high sample rates.
4.3 Architecture
The ASCENT implementation, shown at a high-level in Figure 4.2, differs from a standard
telemanipulation architecture with the insertion of the ASCENT Augmenter in the control path
between the master and target robot. The augmenter’s input and output interfaces are identical to
the input and output interfaces of the target and master components, respectively. This command
interface is defined as a hardware-agnostic ROS message, and contains the following generic control
information:
• ROS Header (reference frame and timestamp),
• Cartesian Position and Orientation Tdes ∈ SE(3),
• Cartesian Twist Ṫdes ∈ R6,
• Gripper opening scalar g ∈ (0.0, 1.0),
• Flag designating a deadman (safety) switch is engaged s ∈ {0, 1},
• Flag designating an emergency stop button has been triggered e ∈ {0, 1}.
This enabled us to use a variety of control inputs, in addition to the da Vinci R⃝ master. We
have used other haptic interfaces like the Sensable PHANToM Omni (Geomagic, Inc., Morrisville,
NC, USA) and consumer human input devices like the 3DConnexion SpaceNavigator (3Dconnexion,
Inc., Boston, MA, USA). The interfaces, however, provide a very different user experience, and
different control mappings.
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(a) The remote telerobotic system is comprised
of a DLR LWR-III 7-degree of freedom (DOF)
arm with a Schunk WSG-50 gripper, a Mi-
crosoft Kinect (Microsoft Inc., Redmond, WA,
USA) RGB-D sensor for perception supporting
semi-autonomous actions, and a human-baseline
stereo camera.
(b) A view of the remote site at DLR during one of the
preliminary telemanipulation experiments, showing a
3D visualization for diagnostics (left), the teleoperator
at JHU on the screen on the right, and the DLR robot
in the background.
Figure 4.3: The remote robot platform used in the ASCENT prototype.
4.4 Platform
4.4.1 Manipulator Control
The manipulation platform (see Figure 4.3a) consists of a pair of DLR LWR-III arms each
with a parallel gripper. For the purposes of this study, we only controlled one of the arms. The
LWR-III is a 1.3 meter-long 7-DOF manipulator with torque sensors in each joint. In this study,
we only commanded the robot in Cartesian space with 6 DOF Cartesian impedance control [3].
The redundant degree of freedom (DOF) of the robot was controlled with a nullspace projector for
centering the motion around its axis of symmetry. The overall control loop for the arm is:
τ d = −J(q)T (Kxx̃(q) + Dxẋ(q)) + G(q) +N (q)τ d,ns, (4.1)
where Kx, Dx ∈ R6×6 are the diagonal positive definite desired stiffness and damping matrices,
respectively. J(q) = ∂f(q)∂q is the Jacobian of the manipulator, and G(q) ∈ R
n compensates for the
acceleration due to the force of gravity. The operational space velocity is ẋ(q) = J(q)q̇. Given the
desired tip pose in Cartesian coordinates, xd ∈ SE(3), and the current position and orientation of
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the tip computed from the forward kinematics map fFK : Rn ↦→ SE(3), the position and orientation
error is x̃(q) = (fFK(q) − xd). Finally, N (q) is the null-space projector that projects τ d,ns into
the null-space of the end-effector pose control. The nullspace controller aims to keep the joints near
their origins if not conflicting with the desired pose.
In the ASCENT prototype, we primarily used Beasty’s RTI, which facilitates loop-closing
for tasks such as visual servoing, velocity tracking, or torque control over the network. The signal
flow for closing the velocity controlled loop via the human operator over the Internet is depicted in
Figure 4.2. In particular, a loop is closed via the commanded master velocity x+d in order to show
better tracking and stability. For this, the instantaneous desired position, xd, is used as the system
state on the master side for closing a Proportional and Derivative (PD) control loop:
ẋ+d = KP (x
− − x+) + KD(ẋ− − ẋ+). (4.2)
4.4.2 Machine Perception
In order to support the semi-autonomous execution, we incorporated ObjrecRANSAC, an
RGB-D-based rigid object classification and localization which was originally developed and reported
by Papazov et al. [77]. This system is a geometry-only classification and tracking system that can
run near in real-time on 3D pointclouds. The models it uses for recognition are generated from
millimeter-resolution 3D scans of the objects.
ObjrecRANSAC uses random sampling and consensus to recognize objects. Random Sam-
pling and Consensus (RANSAC) algorithms are stochastic optimization algorithms which tend to
be fast and are not affected by outliers. RANSAC is often a good choice for model-based estimation
problems where the solution space is large, but where checking solutions is not computationally ex-
pensive. In particular, RANSAC requires that candidate solutions can be defined by a small subset
of observed features. As such, RANSAC works by repeatedly randomly picking a minimal set of
features which define a single solution, and checks for the number of additional features which are
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Figure 4.4: ObjrecRANSAC computes hash features from randomly sampled pairs of points sepa-
rated by a fixed distance.
compatible with that solution. Finally, the accepted solution is the one with the largest consensus.
ObjrecRANSAC simultaneously estimates the position and orientation of an unknown num-
ber of known object classes in a scene. For each known object, ObjrecRANSAC computes a stable
hashtable of randomly sampled pairs of surface normals which are separated by a fixed radius, as
shown in Figure 4.4. Each pair of surface normals defines a rigid 3D position and orientation for a
single object. Then during detection, random points about this same fixed radius are sampled from
the input data. Then, all other surface normals from the candidate object class are matched against
the data assuming that position and orientation. Solutions are then accepted based on the number
of other surface normals which agree with the sampled pair, and then are culled based on several
heuristics which take into account expected levels of occlusion and acceptable object intersections.
This leads to a very fast and precise object recognition, and can be accelerated through the use of
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) implementations of various stages of the algorithm.
One of the limitations of ObjrecRANSAC’s fast point-pair hashing method, however, is that
it requires that all objects have discriminating surface features separated by the aforementioned fixed
hashing radius. This radius is related to the “characteristic length” of the object, which is roughly
the extent of geometry along the object’s major axis. This means that objects with characteristic
lengths shorter than the fixed hashing radius will not provide any anchor point-pairs for detection.
Furthermore, objects with characteristic lengths longer than the fixed hashing radius will not provide
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(a) Telerobotic operator at JHU in Baltimore,
MD, USA, performing remote telemanipulation
at the DLR Robotics and Mechatronics Cen-
ter (RMC) in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. This
telerobotic system employed a da Vinci teler-
obotic master console with immersive stereo dis-
play and a bi-manual pair of 6-DOF haptic in-
terfaces.
(b) da Vinci R⃝ master interface.1
anchor points near the extents of the object, which leads to sensitive orientation estimates. These
problems are exacerbated by objects with multiple symmetry axes and objects with similar surface
patches that do not constrain the object’s pose along one or more dimensions. Unfortunately,
the magnetically-mating link and node elements used for the manipulation task excite all of these
sensitivities of ObjrecRANSAC. As such, while ObjrecRANSAC was configured to recognize both
magnetically-making link and node elements, it could only reliably and accurately detect one or the
other simultaneously. While the experiment involved in this study only required direct manipulation
of the link elements, these limitations make it difficult to use ObjrecRANSAC for recognizing these
link and node elements under more general circumstances.
4.4.3 Operator Interface
The operator interface consists of an Intuitive Surgical da Vinci R⃝ S console (Intuitive
Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The console includes two seven DOF master manipulator arms
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Figure 4.6: A screen capture of a representative view of the operator visualization in the prototype
system over a low-performance network during a sensor-based control augmentation. The General
Robotics, Automation, Sensing, and Perception (GRASP) Lab-developed Magnetic Truss Elements
(MTEs) (left) have been recognized by the 3D perception system and the commanded trajectory of
the DLR LWR-III (right) has been interpreted to dispatch a trajectory to grasp one of the parts
(center).
interface that broadcasts resolved Cartesian positions of the end-effectors. The API also provides a
set of events that supports the capture of the pedals in the console and the operator head sensor for
safety. Stereo visualization is accomplished by injecting stereo imagery into the da Vinci R⃝ TilePro R⃝
interface with rendered overlays in the ROS visualization engine, RViz.
In order to aid the operator in visualizing the robot motion, a graphical overlay operates
in real time with the master console. An interesting side-effect of the bandwidth limitations and
decoupled data streams was the effect of showing the user sparse telemetry data before the video
data arrived.
4.4.4 Semi-Autonomous Intervention
Once the semantic percepts have been reported by the scene parsing system, we employ
handwritten heuristics for triggering autonomous interventions and deciding which grasp pose to
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(a) Start position. (b) Motion recognized. (c) Augmenter takes control.
(d) Augmenter grasps. (e) User regains control.
Figure 4.7: The sequence of events involved in a successful semi-autonomous grasp. (Images taken
from an experiment trial). First, the operator jogs the manipulator towards a recognized grasp pose
(designated by faint blue arrows), implying that he wants to grasp it. The augmenter recognizes the
intention, and dispatches a trajectory (orange) from the current robot pose to the grasp point. The
robot begins to interpolate between the operator command and the trajectory and then follows the
trajectory to the grasp point, ignoring the user’s input. The augmenter grasps the object, and waits
for the user to re-align the master with the remote pose. Finally, the user triggers a re-alignment of
the target robot with the master command frame, and lifts the assembly.
acquire. The augmenter maintains a buffer of the last n telemanipulation commands. At a fixed rate,
it passes the command buffer into a series of classifiers. These classifiers return a tuple (confidence,
taskel) where taskel or “task element” is a callable object that generates some set of commands to be
sent to the manipulator. Each taskel has associated with it a list of binary resources to prevent the
dispatching of conflicting commands. The augmenter then executes the list of taskels asynchronously
until they are complete. At each call, it sends the taskel an updated command buffer as well as a
list of semantic percepts and other state data.
For the grasp/approach classifier, we determine a grasp target in the following way. First,
we require that the operator’s commanded end-effector trajectory {xn} and each grasp point pi meet
the following conditions:
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1. The commanded trajectory pose is close to the point, but not too close:
0.05 ≤ ∥pi − xn∥ ≤ 0.25 (in meters)
2. The commanded trajectory is moving fast enough:
|
∑n
k=n−5 ẋn/5| > 0.001 (in meters/s)
Condition 1 adds a cutoff to grasp assistance when the commanded position is too far
away from a graspable object, and at the same time, prevents the manipulator from trying to grasp
something that it is already grasping. Condition 2 is one intuitive way to decide when to engage
the semi-autonomous action; if the user moves slowly, the system will not intervene, but if the user
moves faster than he or she should safely be able to based on the amount of delay and the robot
dynamics, the system will opt to intervene in the command with a suitable augmented trajectory.
If there are potential grasps, we determine the most likely grasp point by projecting all of
the approach velocities onto the normalized vectors pointing from the manipulator to a given grasp







Once the grasp point has been determined from the highest approach score, the grasp
orientation is selected based on the error between the potential known grasp orientations and the
current orientation of the gripper. Then, a linearly-interpolated trajectory is generated from the
current manipulator pose to a grasp approach point and then on to the grasp pose itself. Once the
trajectory has been executed, the taskel dispatches a command to grasp the part (close the gripper).
One issue with any sort of autonomous intervention is that once the remote manipulator
pose “separates” from the command pose, the operator must re-align the frames to continue moving.
Since aligning the frame is just as hard as grasping to begin with, we give the operator a single switch
to attract the remote manipulator to the command pose. This sequence of events is shown in Figure
4.7.
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4.5 Experiment
We performed a preliminary experiment to explore the usability of the described system.
The primary experiment involved the basic manipulation of a tripod assembled from four sub-
components as shown at the left of Figure 4.6. These sub-components are magnetically-mating
trusses which were originally developed at The University of Pennsylvania for autonomous assembly
experiments with quad-rotor helicopters [68]. The ends of each truss contain four magnets that mate
to corresponding points in the nodes. As such, the trusses are more easily assembled than a stiffer
structure that would be used in a real application. Still, since magnets do not support shear, the
trusses must be precisely oriented in order to mate properly. The arrangement of magnets creates
several “local minima” that can cause assembly errors if misaligned. When assembled, the sides of
the truss form a 45◦ angle with the node, making teleoperated grasping and alignment challenging
even without time-delay.
The primary challenge in this grasping task is precise positioning of the robot’s end-effector.
In order to stably grasp and manipulate the tripod, the gripper has to be in near-perfect alignment
with the beam. Any discrepancy will cause the beam to disengage and the tripod will collapse.
The primary experiment involved the basic manipulation of a pyramid of objects shown
at the left of Figure 4.6. Users were instructed to grasp the pyramid by one of the legs and raise
it above the table. The challenge in this task is that in order to stably grasp and manipulate the
pyramid, the gripper has to be precisely aligned with the sides of any one truss. Any discrepancy
will impart a moment on the truss and may cause it to disengage and the pyramid to collapse.
4.6 Results
This section reports our initial experience with this system. As constructed, the system
operates on an unenhanced internet connection. A Virtual Private Network (VPN) was used across
this connection to facilitate communication and a secure connection between the sites. Under the
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best of circumstances, the round trip delay for low-bandwidth telemetry was nominally 200ms
(averaged over a 30s window), with occasional peaks of 2–6s. High-bandwidth telemetry like the
stereo video streams never arrived under 2s after their acquisition at the remote site. Additionally,
the bandwidth limitations caused 75% of the video frames to be dropped during normal execution
(averaged over a 30s window). In order to aid the operator in visualizing the commanded robot
motion, a graphical overlay operates in real time with the master console.
The object recognition system would update the displayed hypotheses roughly every 2s.
When characterizing the network during the periods before and after the experiments, we observed
discrete jumps in the available network bandwidth which would last for hours before settling back
to a nominal state. Due to the complexity and number of routing systems between the two sites,
the network performance varied unpredictably hour to hour.
While several operators tried the platform, data was only collected for twelve trials of one
user who was not on the research team. This user has extensive experience using the da Vinci R⃝ robot
over a low-latency connection, but had no experience using it to control the robot used in this study
nor experience using the ASCENT prototype. Of the twelve trials, the user was asked to grasp and
lift the object in one of two configurations, and either with or without the semi-autonomous actions.
The first six trials (Table 4.1) were meant to characterize the accuracy and speed differences with
and without the ASCENT system, and the second six trials were meant to investigate how easily the
user could interrupt the ASCENT system. No quantitative data were recorded for the second trials,
but the user was always able to interrupt the augmented trajectory after seeing that his intent had
been recognized.
Without assisted grasping, the grasping task is quite difficult to perform quickly, or even
successfully. As noted, it is possible to grasp the truss in a way that causes the structure to collapse.
With assisted grasping, there was no instance in which the object was incorrectly manipulated. There
were, however, instances where the user successfully grasped the object, and then disengaged the
structure after retaking control. There was also one trial where the simple classifier did not recognize
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which object the user intended to grasp, and it did not take control. In all cases, the user was able
to acquire the desired object with a single quick motion when using the ASCENT prototype. While
we observed numerous false detections during the experiments, these were inconsequential since the
operator would only initiate a grasp when he was confident that the detection was correct.
In addition to making the task easier, it also allowed the operators to move with more
confidence and complete the grasp acquisition task two to four times faster than when they were
unassisted and when they motioned in such a way that their intent was properly classified. See
Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.8b for representative trajectories without and with the ASCENT prototype
enabled.
4.7 Discussion
While the results from the single user tested under controlled conditions suggests that IRTC
could be used to improve operator performance, the of the experimental task and the small number
of trials limits the strength of the conclusions that we can draw with confidence. More significantly,
however, is that experimenting with this system showed that IRTC has the potential to enable an
operator to recover from a task-level failure from which he or she would have been otherwise unable
to recover without assistance.
Trial Order Mode Time [s] Mean [s] Std. Dev.
1 assisted 15.60
19.51 (13.88) 8.3 (1.51)2 assisted 11.92
3 assisted 31.00 (14.12)
4 manual 37.88
40.20 1.75 manual 41.88
6 manual 40.84
Table 4.1: Times between trial start and grasp contact in pilot study. Note that in Trial 3, the
user did not move with sufficient speed to activate the autonomous intervention, and returned to the
initial pose, and attempted again. This second time is in parentheses. Similarly, statistics including
that second time are also shown in parentheses.
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(a) In this context, the ASCENT prototype was
disabled, and the operator was directly controlling
the remote manipulator. In this trial, the operator
missed the graspable region of the structure, and
had to back away and re-grasp it. This can be seen
by the two loops (green and purple) in the bottom
right of the plot.
(b) In this context, the ASCENT prototype was
enabled, and assisted the operator to acquire and
grasp the object successfully. The first sharp an-
gle in the trajectory designates where the ASCENT
augmenter took control, in order to bring the ma-
nipulator to the correct approach pose. It is at this
point where the actual trajectory (colored) separates
from the commanded trajectory (black). It is later
when the operator commanded a re-synchronization
that the manipulator is re-aligned with the com-
manded trajectory.
Figure 4.8: Representative unassisted (left) and assisted (right) trajectories from the pilot experi-
ments. The operator begins from the top left of the plot and the target grasp pose is in the bottom
right corner. Note that the assisted trial enabled the operator to execute the grasp more than twice
as fast as when he was unassisted.
4.7.1 Failure Recovery in Semi-Autonomous Assembly
Additional informal experimentation showed that in some cases even a fully autonomous
system would not be able to recover from certain task-level failures in more complex situations. In
addition to the reported trials, the authors also explored the impact of using the semi-autonomous
grasping capabilities while assembling and disassembling the structure seen in Figure 4.6. In this
specific case, the operator was assembling and disassembling a lattice structure. While disassembling
this structure, an additional piece became loose, and nearly rolled off of the table, as shown in Figure
4.9. The operator then easily “nudged” the structure out of the way to allow the perception system
to see the loose truss. Then, the operator initiated an autonomous grasp by reaching for the loose
part, and successfully acquired it despite it being precariously balanced on the edge of the table.
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Figure 4.9: Series of images showing an operator reassembling a 3D lattice structure and encoun-
tering an unexpected failure mode. In the first image (top left), the operator notices that an object
has broken free. He then stows the gripped object, and observes that the machine vision system
cannot see the free object (top center). The operator cannot confidently recover the object without
assistance, so he moves the occluding structure out of the way with an unstructured “nudge” motion
(top right). Once the occlusion is clear, the machine vision system indicates it recognizes a graspable
object (bottom left). Finally, the operator grasps the object with assistance, and recovers it (bottom
center and right).
The capability to accommodate such failure modes and recovery behaviors is what we believe is the
true power of our approach.
4.7.2 Qualitative User Experience
Qualitatively, the ease of user experience between the assisted and unassisted modes can
be observed from the different approaches the experimental user utilized. The da Vinci R⃝ master
console provides an excellent stereo visualization, and with small time delay, provides an efficient
interface to control a remote robotic manipulator. However, the time delay is sufficient to force a
“move-and-wait” strategy to avoid undesirable contact with the table or manipulable objects. As
a result, grasping, particularly for an inexperienced user, is quite challenging and time consuming.
However, with automated grasping, acquiring and manipulating objects becomes relatively easy and
allowed the operators to focus more on the task and less on their precise hand movements.
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4.8 Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated the use of intent recognition combined with perception-
based closed-loop control of grasping primitives. By doing so, we have demonstrated the potential
for a system utilizing commercially available hardware and communication systems to enable reliable
transatlantic telemanipulation. Our preliminary experiments have shown that the system makes
aspects of assembly and disassembly easier than unaugmented manipulation.
The impact of effective telemanipulation of complex objects under time delay would be
enormous. For example, the on-orbit telemanipulation tasks required by satellite servicing and
assembly are too complex to be automated, yet the time-delay and bandwidth limitations inherent
in trans-orbital communications greatly impact the effectiveness of teleoperation. At the same time,
there are many terrestrial tasks that defy cost-effective automation, and are thus performed by
hand. Creating effective systems like the ASCENT prototype for these tasks could provide a way
to improve efficiency and reduce potential injury. Our current work is devoted to improving the
performance and robustness of the system.
Most of the current failure modes relate to the limitations of the perception system, and
the use of hand-tuned parameters for the intent recognition. The latter is easily addressed with
improvements to software infrastructure along the lines of [76], while the former will be addressed
by using a richer scene parsing system [15]. We also envision the addition of other, higher-level logic
and task reasoning to the augmentation executive. Given the promising results reported in this
paper, our next steps include enhancing the current system and performing a full human subject





This chapter reports the extension of our Intent-Recognition-based Traded Control (IRTC)
system to simple assembly and its evaluation with a human-subjects study. This work was originally
published in the 2016 ACM International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction, with co-authors
Chris Paxton, Ryan Howarth, Gregory D. Hager, and Louis L. Whitcomb [13]. Some additional
information has been added for depth and context.
5.1 Introduction
The goal of this study was to extend our IRTC approach to an assembly task using the same
magnetically-mating truss elements described in the previous chapter, and to evaluate it in a multiple
user subject study approved by the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) Homewood Institutional Review
Board (HIRB). Our architecture, shown in Figure 5.1, extends our “Augmented Shared Control
for Efficient and Natual Teleoperation (ASCENT)” Mk1 system [12] to more complex tasks and
with more complex autonomous interventions. In addition to the extension to assembly, this new
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architecture was applied to a different set of hardware systems for both interacting with the operator
and with the remote environment. Despite their differences, however, the platform changes are
functionally equivalent:
• The human operator controls the remote robot with a Razer Hydra (Razer, Inc., Irvine, CA,
USA) ungrounded 3D joystick, and views the remote scene with a 3D stereo Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD), instead of using the da Vinci R⃝ (Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA)
master console. This interface is shown in Figure 5.4.
• The remote robot used is a Barrett Whole Arm Manipulator (WAM) (Barrett Technology,
Inc., Newton MA, USA), instead of a German Aerospace Center (DLR) Lightweight Robot
Version 3 (LWR-III).
• The gripper is a Barrett BHand BH8-280 (Barrett Technology, Inc., Newton MA, USA), instead
of a Schunk WSG-50.
Additionally, due to the limitations of the perception system mentioned in Section 4.4.2,
and due to the need to be able to make the experiments repeatable, we developed a full-contact
simulation of a Barrett WAM robot with a Barrett BHand end-effector, using the Gazebo Simula-
tion framework [58]. In order to support teleoperation, however, we heavily modified the Gazebo
simulation loop. Specifically, we modified the underlying physics configuration to use a bounded
variable-step integration rate, instead of a fixed rate. Also, while we ran these experiments with a
simulated robot, all elements in the system were developed with physical systems, and the software
stack used in simulation is identical to that used on the physical systems.
Since no off-the-shelf object recognition systems could provide the robustness to dense
clutter and occlusion that we require, we instead used the ground-truth poses from the simulated
objects in the remote environment as the input to the augmenter in this system. In parallel with this
work, we developed an extension to ObjrecRANSAC [77], in collaboration with Chi Li and Gregory
Hager [66].
Finally, since we desired full control over the experimental conditions, experiments were
conducted entirely within a single laboratory and the time delay was induced artificially. The
software systems running local to the operator were isolated from those running the remote robot,
and data was buffered in one direction based on the round-trip timestamps.
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Figure 5.1: An overview of the semi-autonomous intervention system, including subsystems and
communication channels. On the left are the components which run in the local operator temporal
context. The dashed bar designates the high-latency communication channel. On the right are the
components which run in the context of the remote robot. In this case, the remote robot is in a
simulated physical environment.
The contributions reported in this chapter are as follows:
• an extensible architecture for modular semi-autonomous telemanipulation with remote intent
classification,
• a control management framework for coordinating real-time control mode switching in simu-
lation and on a real robot,
• a command-predictive display interface with real video interlays,
• a simulation environment for conducting human subjects research in telemanipulation,
• a human subject study evaluating this system with 9 users, and
• an open-source implementation of the architecture, simulation, and all necessary sub-systems.
5.2 Centralized Architecture
The augmenter system which provides the autonomous assistance has three main respon-
sibilities: i) maintaining a persistent scene state; ii) dispatching autonomous interventions based on
classified operator input; and iii) managing control resources.
In order to achieve this, the augmenter is parametrized with an abstract robot interface,
a set of known environment objects E , a set of observers, O ∈ O to populate the scene state, and
a set of classifiers, C ∈ C to determine the operator’s intent. Additionally, each classifier C is
parametrized with a set of taskels which can be dispatched based on the recognition of an operator’s
intent and state of the environment. As such, the union of the sets of taskels from each classifier
C ∈ C forms the full set of possible taskels, L
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5.2.1 Augmenter Interface
In this architecture, there are two primary unidirectional communication channels between
the human operator and the augmenter: the operator command from the operator to the augmenter,
and the augmenter state from the augmenter to the operator. At all times, the master interface
broadcasts the (potentially delayed) command from the human operator. This operator command,
h(ts) comprises the following information:
• ts ∈ R: The command’s inception time relative to the slave temporal context;
• Tcmd ∈ SE(3): The end-effector goal pose in the world frame;
• gcmd ∈ [0, 1]: The goal gripper opening;
• AUGMENT ∈ {True, False}: The assistance signal;
• INTERRUPT ∈ {True, False}: The interrupt signal;
• RESCUE ∈ {True, False}: The rescue signal.
The augmenter stores a buffer of the history of the last τ seconds of operator commands relative
to the slave temporal context, ts: H(ts) = (h(ts − τ), . . . , h(ts)). In addition to this buffer, the
augmenter’s internal state at each execution iteration k, σ[k], comprises the following information:
• L[k] = {(pi, li, ai)}: the set of active taskels with probability pi, taskel type li ∈ L and its
argument set ai;
• E[k] = {(ei, Ti)}: set of tracked known objects in the remote environment with object class
ei ∈ E , and world pose Ti ∈ SE(3);
• S[k] = {si}: set of observed world states si;
Except for the command history, H(t), the augmenter’s entire internal state, σ[k] is broadcast from
the augmenter back to the human operator for introspection through visualization.
5.2.2 Operator Commands
Under basic manual operation, the augmenter passes Tcmd and gcmd directly to the low-level
Cartesian impedance controller and gripper controller, respectively. At any time, the operator can
enable automatic assistance by setting the AUGMENT flag. The system will only attempt to recognize
the operator’s intent when this flag is set, but if no intent with high-enough confidence is detected,
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the commands will continue to be interpreted as in manual operation. The operator can also set the
INTERRUPT signal at any time, which will abort any autonomous intervention. The augmenter also
provides an explicit RESCUE signal, which will cause the remote manipulator to plan and execute a
collision-free trajectory in joint-space in order to recover from kinematic joint limits or synchronize
the manipulator’s end-effector pose with the command pose.
5.2.3 State Observation
In the augmenter architecture, a set of observers provides estimates of world states with
semantic meaning related to operation of the robot and execution of the task. These world states
include properties of the robot, the remote environment, the operator, the interface between the
operator and the robot, and the system itself. The world states are subsequently provided as input
to the classifiers and visualizers described in the following subsections. Formally, observers estimate
the world state S[k + 1] from the full system state at step k and the history of the operator’s input
to the system :
S[k + 1] = O(H(ts), L[k], E[k], S[k]) (5.1)
In practice, the individual world states si are identified with human-readable labels with
semantic meaning. However, the meaning of these labels is only implicitly grounded in the way
that the states are assigned and interpreted by intent classifiers and other observers. There is no
additional formal modelling of these states in the general framework.
5.2.4 Intent Classification
Augmenter classifiers, however, are responsible for determining which task elements need
to be executed by the remote robot (if any) in a given situation. Formally, augmenter classifiers map
system state, σ[k], into a (possibly empty) set of taskels L to attempt to execute with probability
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of temporal context mapping of operator commands. The horizontal lines
are the timelines of the operator and remote context. The diagonal lines are messages between the
operator and the remote.
pi ∈ [0, 1] and arguments ai:
{(pi, li, ai)} = C(H(ts), L[k], E[k], S[k]) (5.2)
Each taskel maintains its own internal state, and in each augmenter execution cycle, either
returns updates to the augmenter state S[k] or terminates. Each taskel type has an associated set of
unary resources which it requires to execute. If any of the required resources are already acquired,
and the probability of the new taskel is greater than that of the owner taskel, then the owner taskel
is preempted. Once that owner taskel terminates, the augmenter activates the new taskel, and gives
it ownership of the necessary resources.
In general, classification of a user’s intent can be performed either in the operator context
or the remote context. Classifying in the operator context is desirable, if possible, because it allows
immediate feedback to be displayed the operator. In order for classification to be performed in
the operator context, the telemetry must include all scene information required for classification. In
some cases this is precluded by bandwidth limitations, and also requires additional high-latency state
synchronization between the two contexts. For example, once a taskel is being executed, some event
or failure in the remote context may cause the taskel to become invalidated. If the classification is
performed in the remote context, however, the operator’s commands simply need to be “temporally
grounded” in the remote context.
Our approach explicitly maps temporal context between the operator and remote systems
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Function handle-command:
Input: operator command h, active taskels L, env. objects E, obs. states S
with state-mutex locked do
H ← (hi ∈ H s.t. stamp(hi) > ts − τ, h)
if h[ESTOP] then
S[ESTOP] ← True
foreach taskel (p, l, a) ∈ L do
preempt(l)
if not (resource-claimed(MANIPULATOR) or S[DETACHED]) then
followed ← follow-command(h)
if not followed then
S[DETACHED] ← True
Algorithm 1: Asynchronous command loop.
in order to ground the commands from the operator. All information broadcast from the slave is
timestamped with the remote time. At the operator interface, all telemetry is shown to the operator
and synchronized based on the highest latency telemetry. Then, before commands are sent back
to the slave, they are timestamped with the time corresponding to the camera image shown to the
operator when each command was dispatched. Once the commands reach the remote robot, the
context in which they were generated can be localized in time, and the relevant scene information
can be used to determine what the operator was trying to do even if the scene has since changed.
This is similar to “lag compensation” in multi-player video games [11]. This mapping is illustrated
in Figure 5.2.
In practice, streaming video can be delayed up to an order of magnitude more than low-
bandwidth telemetry data. This can be due to bandwidth limitations, compression stages, or even
due to the use of different down-link paths through communications infrastructure. As such, all of
the telemetry received by the operator is synchronized to the highest latency telemetry channel.
5.2.5 Augmenter Execution Loop
The augmenter uses an abstract interface to the robot with interfaces for specific low-level
control behaviors such as Cartesian servoing, motion planning, and gripper regulation. Assistive
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while not shutdown do
with state-mutex locked do
S[k + 1], L[k + 1]← observe-classify(H(ts), L[k], E[k], S[k])
k ← k + 1
Function observe-classify:
Input: cmd. history H, active taskels L, env. objects E, obs. states S




foreach taskel (p, l, a) ∈ L do
if active(l) then
L′ ← L′ ∪ (p, l, a)
foreach observer O ∈ O do
S′ ← S′ ∪O(H, L, E, S)
foreach classifier C ∈ C do
L̂← L̂ ∪ C(H, L, E, S′)
foreach pending taskel (p, l, a) ∈ sorted(L̂) do
if claimed-resources(l) is ∅ and p > 0.0 then
L′ ← L′ ∪ (p, l, a)
Publish state (L′, E, S′)
return S′, L′
Algorithm 2: Asynchronous observation-classification loop.
control is implemented with a simple asynchronous sense-plan-act loop where the user’s trajectories
and gripper commands are treated as another sensor input. The augmenter executes three parallel
loops which are synchronized with a simple mutex, protecting the shared state. The command
history is updated continuously as commands arrive, as shown in Algorithm 1.
A second thread continuously executes observers and classifiers synchronously, as shown in
Algorithm 2. If the operator is sending the AUGMENT signal, each classifier attempts to determine
whether he or she is trying to accomplish a certain task. All autonomous interventions are executed
asynchronously and can be interrupted if necessary with the operator INTERRUPT signal. If a given
classifier is confident enough that it has recognized the operator’s intent, it dispatches a new inter-
vention to be executed until it is either completed or interrupted. Only interventions which require
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Function execute-taskels-loop:
while not shutdown do
with state-mutex locked do
if L is ∅ then
if H is ∅ then
hold-pose()
else
foreach taskel (p, l, a) ∈ L do
execute-taskel(l, (H, L, E, S))
Algorithm 3: Asynchronous execution loop.
resources that are not currently allocated are dispatched.
A third parallel loop continuously executes all of the active taskels asynchronously, as shown
in Algorithm 3. If there are no active taskels and no recent command, the augmenter simply holds
the current pose of the manipulator. Once a taskel is complete, it is removed in the observation-
classification loop shown in Algorithm 2.
5.3 System
The actual capabilities of the augmenter are implemented in the observers and classifiers
loaded at runtime. In this section, we describe these components and their subsystems. Our sys-
tem implementation utilizes numerous open-source robotics software frameworks, including Robot
Operating System (ROS) [79], the Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) via MoveIt! [95], Open
Robot Control Software (OROCOS) [16], and Gazebo [58].
The subsystems are distributed in two temporal contexts: the “local” operator context
and the “remote” robot context. These subsystems can be separated into four main categories:
master, augmenter, controllers, and simulation. The master systems include operator control input,
visualization, and telemetry synchronization and time mapping. The augmenter includes the system
architecture described in the previous section. The controllers include both motion planning and low-
level control. Finally, the simulation include both the physical simulation of the remote environment,
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Figure 5.3: An overview of the semi-autonomous intervention system, including subsystems and
communication channels. On the left are the components which run in the local operator temporal
context. The dashed bar designates the high-latency communication channel. On the right are the
components which run in the context of the remote robot. In this case, the remote robot is in a
simulated physical environment.
and the simulation of the time delay between the two temporal contexts. These elements are depicted
in Figure 5.3.
5.3.1 Augmenter Configuration
For this application, we configure an augmenter with an interface to a seven degree-of-
freedom (7-DOF) Barrett WAM (Barrett Technology, Inc., Newton MA, USA) robotic manipulator
with a three-fingered pseudo-under-actuated Barrett BH8-280 gripper. The augmenter is configured
with a set of observers and classifiers which support rigid object assembly. For this application, the
set of observers includes:
• ManipulatorObserver (TIP_POSE, CMD_ERR): simple “pass-through” observer for directly-observed
information about the robot;
• DetachedCommandObserver (DETACHED): determines if the operator’s command is synchronized
with the robot;
• GrippedObjectObserver (GRIPPER_OCCUPIED, GRIPPED_OBJ, MUTATED_OBJ): determines the
gripped objects based on the robot trajectory and tracked objects in the scene.
• AssemblyObserver (GRAPH, COMPONENTS, GRIPPED_COMPONENT): monitors the connectivity of
the assembled structures in the remote scene;
Also, the classifiers include:
• ApproachClassifier, which either determines which environment object the operator is trying
to grasp, or to which environment object the operator is trying to attach a ;
• RescueClassifer, which simply responds to the operator’s RESCUE signal, and executes a
trajectory to reposition the arm.
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if |grasps| > 0 then
return AcquireTaskel(grasps)
return ∅
Algorithm 4: Approach classifier.
In this instantiation of the system, the taskels which could be dispatched include:
• GraspTaskel - Close the gripper and report success based on joint feedback,
• ReleaseTaskel - Release the gripper and report success based on joint feedback,
• RescueTaskel - Plan and execute a collision-free path to the commanded task-space end-
effector position,
• AcquireTaskel - Plan an execute a collision-free path to a scene object, and grasp it,
• RelinquishTaskel - Plan and execute a collision-free path to attach a grasped object to a
scene object.
Approach Classifier
The ApproachClassifier determines an operator’s intent to perform some taskel which
can be recognized by approaching some interest point. It scores approaches based the pose command
history, Tcmd(t) ∈ SE(3), the occupancy of the gripper, GRIPPER_OCCUPIED, the gripped object
properties, GRIPPED_OBJ, the available grasp targets γ[k], and the unoccupied mate targets, µ[k].
Rescue Classifier
The RescueClassifer can be configured to automatically dispatch a RescueTaskel if the
operator is showing difficulty positioning the end-effector of the robot. In this instantiation of the
system, however, we only used it in an explicit mode where it dispatched a RescueTaskel when a
user set the RESCUE flag from the controller.
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Function compute-best-mate(H,L,E,S):
apporaching-mates ← ∅
sources ← {e|e ∈ E[k], e ∈ GRIPPED_COMPONENT}
targets ← {e|e ∈ E[k], e /∈ GRIPPED_COMPONENT}
foreach s ∈ sources do
T sw[k]← T cw[k]T gc T sg [k]
Xsw[k]← position(T sw[k])
Ẋsw[k]← (Xsw[k]−Xsw[k − 1])/(t[k]− t[k − 1])
foreach t ∈ targets do
if compatible(s,t) then
unoccupied-source-mates ← {m|m ∈ mates(s), unoccupied(m)}
unoccupied-target-mates ← {m|m ∈ mates(t), unoccupied(m)}
foreach sm ∈ unoccupied-source-mates do
Xsmw [k]← T sw[k]Xsms
Ẋsmw [k]← (Xsmw [k]−Xsmw [k − 1])/(t[k]− t[k − 1])





best-source-score ← max(best-source-score, score(sm, t))
foreach tm ∈ unoccupied-target-mates do





best-target-score ← max(best-target-score, score(tm, s))
score(s,t) ← best-source-score + best-target-score
if pair-score > MIN_SCORE then
approaching-mates ← approaching-mates || (s, t)
return sorted(approaching-mates)
Algorithm 5: Assembly object mate classifier.
5.3.2 Controller Implementation
Low-level control is implemented using OROCOS Real-Time Toolkit (RTT). OROCOS
RTT provides a real-time component-based software framework which is convenient for building
control components with well-defined life-cycle semantics. Using this framework, we have developed
an open-source controller manager to support real-time control switching in assisted teleoperation.
This controller manager is responsible for both the run state and execution of a collection of Orocos
components in order to enforce topological execution of a graph of control components. When
simultaneously switching groups of components on and off, the controller manager also manages
mutual exclusion of inputs to components to avoid command conflicts. For more information about
this framework, see Appendix A.
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Function compute-best-grasp(H,L,E,S):
approaching-grasps ← ∅
targets ← {g|grasps(e)|{e|e ∈ E[k]}}
foreach t ∈ targets do
dt[k]← (Xtw −Xgw[k])
if MIN_DISTANCE ≤ ||dt[k − 1]||22 ≤ MAX_DISTANCE then





if score(t, g) > MIN_SCORE then
approaching-grasps ← approaching-grasps || (t)
return sorted(approaching-grasps)
Algorithm 6: Object grasp classifier.
For this application we implemented a rigid-joint Jacobian-transpose nullspace Cartesian
impedance controller (similar to that used in Chapter 4, as well as a joint-space trajectory controller.
The Cartesian impedance controller is implemented as described in [75]. The joint-space trajectory
generator uses the Reflexxes Motion Library (RML) to compute and splice acceleration-limited
trajectories in real-time as described in [60]. Despite being run on a simulated robot for the purpose
of this study, these controllers have been developed and run in real-time on actual robot hardware.
The autonomous interventions performed by the augmenter utilized OMPL [95] via the MoveIt!
motion planning framework.
5.3.3 Operator Input
The design of the augmenter is independent from the design of the operator interface.
Similarly to the operator interface described in [12] we use a 3D kinesthetic input device and a
3D display. However, instead of an da Vinci R⃝ master console, we have built an operator interface
using a consumer-grade stereo display and a Razer Hydra commercial off-the-shelf ungrounded 3D
joystick. This operator console and the button mapping for the Razer Hydra controller is shown in
Figure 5.4.
Based on the augmenter and the capabilities which we have configured it, the robot can
be in one of the following four control states: 1) Manual, 2) Augmenting, 3) Autonomous, and
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Figure 5.4: Users teleoperated a simulated robot on a 3D monitor (left) with a Razer Hydra 3D
joystick (right), and two foot pedals (not shown).
4) Detached. These control states and their associated state transitions are illustrated in Figure 5.5.
In order to enable input from the Razer Hydra controller, there are a pair of foot pedals
at the user’s feet: the CLUTCH pedal and the AUGMENT pedal, which put the robot into Manual
and Augmenting modes, respectively. When either pedal is pressed, the scaled relative motion of
the controller is applied to the command pose, Tcmd in the remote scene. If the AUGMENT pedal is
pressed, the interface will enable the AUGMENT signal in the command message, and the augmenter
will actively attempt to recognize actions.
If an intention is recognized, or the RESCUE signal is sent, the command state will change to
Autonomous while the augmenter executes the intervention. Once the intervention is complete, the
actual pose of the robot’s end-effector might be different from the command pose, and in order to
avoid unintended jumps, the system will remain in the Detached state until the operator synchronizes
the poses.
Users can reset the command pose to the observed actual pose of the remote robot with the
RESYNC button at the front of the controller, or request the robot to plan a joint-space trajectory to
the current command pose with the RESCUE button on top of the joystick. The front analog trigger of
the Razer Hydra controller is also used to designate the commanded gripper opening, gcmd. Finally,
the opacity of the 3D overlays in the stereo display can be adjusted with the OVERLAY thumb-stick.
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Figure 5.5: The command state and associated state transitions for both the operator’s goal pose
and goal grasp. In Manual and Augmented modes, the robot tracks the user’s input; in Autonomous
mode, the robot controls itself; and in Detached mode, the robot is idle.
Figure 5.6: Different robot modes and the command rings used to display them. Leftmost is the
manual control mode, with gripper fingers locked into a specific position. Second from left is the
manual control mode with the fingers also following the operator’s command. Center is the assisted
control mode. Second from right is the autonomous control mode, after the system recognizes
the operator’s intent and assumes control. Rightmost is the detached command mode after an
autonomous intervention and before the operator has re-synchronized the command.
5.3.4 Visualization
The main element of the user-facing visualization are the 3D stereo images from a camera
in the remote environment. In addition to this stereo video stream, the system displays 3D overlays
which display the user commands and the augmenter’s scene model.
The remote robot also broadcasts the following to the operator:
• q ∈ Rn: The robot joint state,
• (IL, IR): Left and right stereo camera images.
The user commands are visualized as a virtual 3D overlay of the robot’s end-effector and
the “command ring,” which is a virtual annulus rendered around the wrist of the virtual end-effector.
This overlay gives users instantaneous feedback on their commands to the remote robot as well as
the robot’s control state, which is designated by the color of the command ring. The command ring
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can be displayed as one of four colors: 1) Manual: Blue, 2) Augmenting: Green, 3) Autonomous:
Orange, and 4) Detached: Red .
The command overlay also shows the commanded gripper opening. Similarly to the com-
mand pose, the gripper finger commands are considered “detached” from the user input if it is
significantly different from the last commands when either the manual or autonomous clutches is
pressed. As such, they are also colored according to the above control modes.
In order to create a cohesive representation of the remote environment, all data presented
to the human operator via the master interface is synchronized with the highest-latency telemetry.
In teleoperation, if a digital video stream is provided, it normally has the highest latency due to
bandwidth limits, buffering, and data re-encoding at various stages of the telemetry pipeline.
While ROS provides tools for spatial telemetry fusion like the TF library and RViz, these
tools are not well-suited for fusing information defined in different temporal contexts. However, we
were able to take advantage of the sensor fusion capabilities of ROS by partitioning the ROS graphs
between a local and remote ROS nameserver. Each ROS graph has its own isolated /tf topic, with
some frames broadcast between contexts. For the operator interface, all of the remote TF frames are
buffered with the normal TF mechanism. As each stereo image is received, the remote TF frames
are sampled at the remote timestamp and re-broadcast locally with the current local time. Similarly,
any other timestamped topics are transformed in this manner.
We take additional special care in order to “embed” the augmented markers into the video
frame. Commonly, when 3D markers are overlaid on video telemetry, the markers are visible regard-
less of their depth in the frame, i.e. objects in the image do not occlude the 3D overlays. In our
visualization, we simulate occlusion of 3D overlays by compositing the video with a luminance mask
generated by the projection of the known position of the remote robot and environment objects.
When manipulating one or more objects, they are shown “attached” to the virtual command
visualization as a cyan overlay. This will only appear once the system is confident that the user is
actually manipulating it. Additionally, when manipulating an object or sub-assembly, the system
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State Color Description
Manual Blue The controller is tracking the goal pose, Tcmd
Augmenting Green The controller is tracking the goal pose, Tcmd,
but if the operator’s intent is recognized by the
augmenter, the autonomous controller will assume
control
Autonomous Orange The robot has assumed control and is moving on
its own
Detached Red The robot is idle, and waiting for the goal pose to
realign with the actual pose
Table 5.1: Table showing the different states the command ring can be in, and what they mean.
Examples of the graphics associated with these control states may look like are shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.7: The experimental task progresses from upper left to lower right: users must grab a
link, attach it to one node, attach it to another node, and finally attach the node-link-node (Node-
Link-Node (NLN)) assembly to the existing lattice.
will show all of the locations to which elements of that sub-assembly can be attached in magenta
overlays. These overlays are visible in Figure 5.7. We provide users an opacity control to adjust
the opacity of the virtual predictive display markers. If a user’s view is being obstructed by these
markers, it is useful to hide them temporarily.
5.4 Experimental Setup
We conducted a multi-user study designed to test the usability, task workload, and per-
formance of our system under two different levels of telemetry latency. In order to test the system
independently of the necessary vision and object-tracking systems, we conducted this experiment in
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60 min Training 60 min Testing
T1 T2 T3 T4Intro Manip. Task
Figure 5.8: The allocation of time for each part of each user’s two-hour participation.
a simulated environment. We used a modified version of the Gazebo [58] framework as a dynamic
simulator for the target robot and the remote environment.
5.4.1 Protocol
In our study, conducted under each user participated for a single two-hour session, with
one hour allocated to training and one hour allocated for testing, as seen in Figure 5.8. After a five
minute intake survey, we provide a fifteen minute explanation of how to operate the system, which
covers the information given in Sec. 5.3, but with less technical detail. Our experiment focused
on assembling a magnetic structure similar to the structure that was used for grasping in the pilot
study described in Chapter 4. The structure used in the previous study was a four-element corner of
a rectangular lattice, and was chosen because it was fragile and challenging to manipulate without
breaking. In this study, we wanted to focus on performance in structure assembly, so we had users
attach three objects to the end of a rectangular lattice anchored to the remote environment.
We then introduce users to the different capabilities of the system with a set of “tutorial”
tasks for the subsequent half hour. Users were asked to move the robot end effector to a series of
different positions, to mate a link to a node manually, and last to mate a link to a node using the
autonomous assistance. After the “tutorial” tasks, the researchers conducting the study confirm
that each user fully understands the system before proceeding to the test conditions. Users were
also shown physical magnetically-mating truss elements which they could handle in person in order
to gain familiarity with the task.
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Table 5.2: The task stages for the experimental trials. Users start in Task Stage 0, with three
separate parts and one structure: a single Link, L0, and two Nodes, N1 and N2, and the static
incomplete lattice. Each mate they attach corresponds to progression through the task. The task is
complete once all four mates are attached.
For the main experiment task, users were instructed to assemble the next segment of a
lattice structure shown in Frame 1 of Figure 5.7. We provided a strategy to users to perform
this task: they were instructed to first grab the free link, attach it to a node, then attach it to a
second node, before finally attaching this NLN sub-assembly to the end of the existing structure.
This strategy is “optimal” in the number of object releases and re-grasps to complete and is shown
in Figure 5.7. Outlining the particular strategy eliminates confusion and user preference when
comparing results with different amounts of time delay and with and without the augmenter. Users
were given four fifteen minutes sessions to perform the assembly task in each condition in a random
order. The four conditions were the combination of 200 and 4000 ms of latency with and without
assistance. In the conditions with assistance, users were told that they were not required to use
the assistance for all manipulations, but that they should use it when they believed it could assist
them. Tests were given in a random order to prevent confounding effects due to learning or user
exhaustion.
Users completed National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Task Load Index
(TLX) surveys [38] after completing each of the tests under the possible combinations of our test
conditions: amount of time delay and use of automatic assistance. The TLX survey is a commonly
used assessment of user workload, and provides a reliable standard for comparing the difficulty of
different teleoperation conditions across all users.
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5.4.2 Experimental Setup
We developed a real-time simulation of the proposed approach. We implement this system
using ROS, a popular open source framework for robotics applications [79]. Real-time controllers
were implemented with Orocos [16].
We simulated a single Barrett WAM arm with a Barrett BHand gripper rigidly mounted
to the workspace. The WAM is a seven degree-of-freedom low-impedance manipulator, and is ideal
for high-frequency compliant task-frame control required for object manipulation. We simulate the
WAM in Gazebo with realistic kinematics and inertia, and with approximate joint stiffness and
friction parameters. We used optimized unions of convex hulls for collision geometry and high-
fidelity textured meshes for visualization. The gripper was modeled with realistic kinematics and
inertia, as well as pseudo-under-actuated behavior similar to the real Barrett BHand.
We modified the Gazebo simulator in order to conduct the experiments at real-time factors
which are suitable for teleoperation. Additionally, we run the same controllers in simulation as
those which were developed for the real robot. Running in this simulator is a simulated WAM
robot, running the exact same control code which we have developed to control our real WAM
hardware. This control loop ran at rates similar to those of the control loop on the real robot. Our
system uses a quad-core 3.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5 workstation to support fast, real-time simulation of
the remote environment, and two other workstations for the operator interface and other processes.
The hardware specifications for each of these machines is described in Table 5.3. When using this
architecture with a physical robot, the perception PC would be switched out with a machine that
processed camera data and published object positions, but would be otherwise unchanged. Note
that some of these specifications are higher than necessary for realtime performance: the realtime
and perception PCs consistently only use around 1 gigabyte of Random Access Memory (RAM).
• Operator PC: user interface including 3D display and human input devices,
• Augmenter PC: runs the augmenter, motion planner, and other supporting processes,
• Simulation PC: runs the Gazebo simulator.
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Role RAM CPU Cores GPU
Operator 8 GB 3.4 Ghz Intel i7 4 NVIDIA Quadro FX 3700
Augmenter 34 GB 3.2 Ghz Intel Xeon 6 NVIDIA GeForce 640 GT
Simulation 8 GB 3.6 Ghz Intel Xeon 4 NVIDIA GeForce 640 GT
Table 5.3: Computing hardware employed in the user study. The Operator computer was used
for driving the operator visualization through a stereo display. The Augmenter computer managed
all high-level control and motion planning that would be performed onboard a remote robot. The
Simulation computer simulated the remote environment, cameras, and performed low-level control
computations. All three machines used Intel i7 or Intel Xeon (Intel Corporation, Santa Clara,
CA, USA) Central Processing Units (CPUs) and NVIDIA Quadro or NVIDIA GeForce (NVIDIA
Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA) Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).
In addition to the robot, we implemented an efficient approximate simulation of the mag-
netically-mating beams used in [12] by creating multi-link models with “attachable” and “breakable”
joints with low stiffness which can both attach and detach based on displacement. Joints are created
once two mate points fall below a certain proximity threshold. In order to avoid injecting energy
into the simulation, the joints are created at the point where they cross this proximity threshold. As
the joints move closer to the ideal mate points, they are reattached at those closer points. The joints
are modeled to be highly damped but not stiff so that their constraints can be violated to a degree
similar to the real magnetically-mating beams. This yields a stable but less realistic simulation of
magnetically-mating components.
Since the focus of these experiments was to gauge the performance of the augmenter, we
simulated a perfect frame-by-frame object recognition system with a Gazebo plug-in which had access
to the simulated ground-truth poses of all objects in the scene. At 15 Hz, this plug-in broadcasts
the poses and classes of all objects in the scene, without persistent instance IDs. The persistent IDs
are maintained by the augmenter via nearest-neighbors. This level of information is similar to what
we can expect from most object recognition and pose estimation algorithms.
We simulated time delay in the operator-remote interface simply by buffering all command
telemetry from the operator to the remote robot. We did not simulate packet loss or non-trivial
bandwidth limits. All processes on the Simulation and Augmenter machines used Gazebo’s simu-
lation clock for time references, while the Operator machine used its own wall clock. Using these
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different clock references enabled the use of low-latency ROS systems on the Operator machine with
no reliance on the simulation clock. Temporal context mapping was used to associate user commands
from the operator PC with the state of the world at the time those commands were given.
5.5 Results
We tested nine human subjects under JHU HIRB protocol HIRB00000701 1 with subject
IDs 301 to 309. All users were between the ages of 24 and 30 with a median age of 27. There were 8
male and 1 female participants. All participants were right-handed. With respect to teleoperation
experience, 2 had none, 4 were novices, 2 were familiar, and 1 user was experienced. No users
had injuries or deficiencies due to neurological conditions, poor vision, colorblindness, or depth
perception. Before beginning the study, no users reported headaches, and 2 users reported mild
fatigue before the experiment. Users were recruited via email and each participated in a single
two-hour session.
5.5.1 Example Activity Traces
A complete activity trace for Subject 301, under all four conditions is shown in Figure 5.9.
This subject was an extreme case among those studied, as he was unable to complete the task
under both manual conditions, but was able to complete all stages of the task with assistance. Note
that despite not being able to complete the task within the time limit with manual control, this
subject did not accidentally release the link, nor did he need to restart the task. In this case, the
performance improvement when IRTC is available is entirely due to the added precision afforded by
the autonomous subsystem. As with other subjects, this subject used the augmenter for the first
three stages of the task, even though it appears the augmenter misclassified this user’s action or
failed to complete an intervention in some cases. The final stage of the task, the precise refinement, is
1The author thanks Peter Kazanzides for his management as the principal investigator for JHU HIRB protocol
HIRB00000701.
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Figure 5.9: Example raw activity data from user 301. The level of the filled area corresponds
to the ask stage progression, periods when the augmenter is active are designated with green fill,
periods when the rescuer is active are designated with orange fill, a black line designates whether
an object is in the gripper, and the circles represent when the user first achieves a given task stage.
always completed manually. Additionally, he did not cause any parts to escape from the workspace,
so did not require the experiment to be re-set. Once grasping the link L0, this subject never released
it until the end of the trial, which led to fewer unrecoverable errors.
A complete activity trace for Subject 308, under all four testing conditions is shown in
Figur 5.10, and shows this user’s progression through the task as well as this user’s use of the
augmenter and rescuer. Subject 308 made early mistakes early on in both assisted conditions,
but w s still able to complete all stages of the task. In the Manual / 200ms condition, Subject
308 attached the NLN sub-assembly to the existing lat ice so that both nodes mated to the lattice
simultaneously, which means they were both precisely mated to the link. Another interesting feature
of Use 308’s activity is the time this user took to recover after breaking the NLN sub-assembly in
both 4000ms conditions. In the augmented condition, i appears that the user recovered almost
twice as fast as in the manual condition.
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Figure 5.10: Example raw activity data from user 308. The level of the filled area corresponds
to the task stage progression, periods when the augmenter is active are designated with green fill,
periods when the rescuer is active are designated with orange fill, a black line designates whether
an object is in the gripper, and the circles represent when the user first achieves a given task stage.
5.5.2 Success Rates
In terms of success rates, when assistance was available all 9 subjects were able to reach
the first three task stages for which the IRTC system could offer assistance. However, when no
assistance was available, fewer users were able to reach these stages of the task within the allotted
time. Table 5.4 shows the drop-off in performance which is most significant in the high-latency 4000
ms condition.
In both latency conditions, more users caused at least one part to escape from the workspace
when assistance was available, as shown in Table 5.4. While this might indicate that assistance
directly led to more errors, none of these unrecoverable failures occurred when a user had assistance
enabled. Furthermore, even with a higher number of ta k failures, users were still able to perform
the task efficiently enough to achieve more task stages within the time limit of the 15-minute trials.
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Assistance Delay (ms) Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Reset
No 200 9 (100%) 8 (89%) 8 (89%) 6 (67%) 2
No 4000 8 (89%) 7 (78%) 6 (67%) 5 (56%) 1
Yes 200 9 (100%) 9 (100%) 9 (100%) 7 (78%) 3
Yes 4000 9 (100%) 9 (100%) 9 (100%) 8 (89%) 4
Table 5.4: Stage achievement rates for the assembly task across all four test conditions. The left
columns list the four test conditions. The middle columns list the number of users who reached that
stage during the fifteen-minute trial under that condition. The rightmost column lists the number
of users who knocked a part out of the workspace, necessitating a trial re-set. The full details of all
of these trials are depicted in Appendix C.2.
Assistance Delay (ms) Stage 1 (s) Stage 2 (s) Stage 3 (s) Stage 4 (s)
No 200 100± 46 199± 134 346± 129 429± 240
No 4000 103± 41 332± 221 377± 197 419± 224
Yes 200 75± 26 147± 43 192± 54 221± 46
Yes 4000 101± 89 200± 127 266± 136 390± 193
Table 5.5: Between-subjects task stage achievement times, for each user’s most successful trial.
User trials where the user did not reach a given task stage, as shown in Table 5.4, were not included
in these statistics.
5.5.3 Task Completion Speed
In order to analyze each user’s task performance, we consider the times at which they
complete successive stages of the task. Specifically, we can look at the sequence of creating four
mates between five objects over the course of the task, as shown in Figure 5.7 and Table 5.5.
The augmenter is capable of assisting users to complete the first three mates involved in the
task, but due to a limitation in the simulation, in order to create a closed-chain users must manually
manipulate the structure. However, users spent more time attempting the final refinement when
assisted by the augmenter than when operating manually. Subsequently, there was little difference
in the total completion time of the task between manual and augmented modes under four seconds
of delay. The effect of the lack of assistance in the final state of the task can be seen on the right
column of Figure 5.11. The left column of Figure 5.11 suggests that the augmenter has the potential
to improve task completion speed under only 200ms of time delay.
Table 5.6 describes the speedup individual users experienced when performing the task
with autonomous assistance compared to when they performed it manually. Test subjects spent
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Figure 5.11: The average time to achieve each of the four stages of the task for all four conditions.
Each subplot shows the mean completion time along the x-axis in minutes for each task stage,
partitioned by the number of active mates in the scene. The filled regions designate one standard
deviation in time in both directions. For the number of samples for each stage, see Table 5.4.
roughly the same time achieving the first two mates; the augmenter was most useful for making the
second and third mates.
Note that overall, with or without assistance, fewer test subjects achieved four mates than
than achieved three mates. This was due to a limitation in the magnetic mating approximation
in simulation. Magnetically-mating surfaces were implemented as prismatic joints with “soft” joint
limits. This means that once mating surfaces were close enough, the simulation would constrain the
two surfaces with position and orientation constraints with anisotropic stiffness. Once parts were
displaced by some amount, this constraint would be removed, and the objects would be detached.
Unfortunately, this has the side-effect of making any chain of objects stretch out under the force of
gravity.
This is the case when a user is trying to attach the NLN structure to the lattice. As such,
if one of the two nodes was aligned with the lattice mate surface, the other node was necessarily
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Figure 5.12: The average time spent before completion of each stage of the task for all four
conditions. Each subplot shows the mean task stage duration duration along the x-axis in minutes
for each task stage, as well as individual durations for each user. The filled regions designate one
standard deviation in time in both directions. For the number of samples for each stage, see Table 5.4.
Delay (ms) Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
200 1.01± 0.77 0.61± 0.16 0.56± 0.25
4000 0.91± 0.69 0.71± 0.34 1.19± 0.86
Table 5.6: Means of within-subject task stage time ratios. Ratio of time to each a given task stage
with autonomous assistance over manual execution across individual test subjects. Users performed
most sub-tasks faster with autonomous assistance. Data from users who ran out of time before
reaching a given task stage is was not included in these calculations.
mis-aligned. Since the RelinquishTaskel precisely aligns only one pair of mate surfaces, this meant
that it was extremely unlikely that the autonomous assistance would successfully attach both the
third and fourth mates simultaneously. However, since human operators did not show such precise
control, there were instances where they were able to attach both simultaneously without assistance,
if they were able to get to that stage of the task. While this is an artifact of the simulation, it
provides another reminder that there is always potential for mis-modeling of a task in ways that
could necessitate manual interaction from a human operator.
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TLX Workload Reduction with Augmenter
Figure 5.13: Average TLX-estimated workload reduction between manual and assisted mode for
the tutorial tasks (left) and assembly task (right). These are the averages of the ratios of augmented
workload to manual workload for tasks under 200ms and 4000ms of telemetry latency.
Assistance Delay (ms) Mean Manipulation Score Mean Assembly Score
No 200 56.44± 19.65 53.56± 18.93
No 4000 78.89± 14.72 72.67± 10.79
Yes 200 39.11± 15.94 35.33± 34.20
Yes 4000 32.67± 22.94 39.78± 26.12
Table 5.7: Comparison of average TLX scores for object manipulation and assembly sub-tasks with
200 vs. 4000 milliseconds of time delay. Lower scores indicate a lower cognitive workload on the
user.
5.5.4 User Workload
On average, users found that using the augmenter reduced their workload by more than
50%, as shown in Figure 5.13. A paired-ratio T-test shows that this workload reduction is statistically
significant for both 0.2s (p = 0.015) with confidence interval [14%, 75%] and for 4.0s (p = 0.020) for
confidence interval [28%, 87%]. Overall the users’ response to the augmented control was positive,
and users did not have trouble understanding how to use it.
5.5.5 Additional Observations
We found that one hour of system introduction and tutorials was sufficient to enable the
majority of users to complete the task under all four testing conditions. Overall, users might be
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more likely to succeed in completing the task when using the augmenter, as shown by the completion
rates in Table 5.4. However, McNemar’s test [69] shows that the effects of assistance on attachment
success are not statistically significant for either 0.2s (p = 1.0) or 4.0s (p = 0.25). When using
the augmenter, all users could assemble and attach the NLN sub-assembly to the existing lattice.
However, some users were unable to perform the final position refinement required to mate both ends
to create a closed chain within the trial time limit. More experiments will be needed to determine if
there are statistically significant improvements to the task success rate when using IRTC assistance.
Across all augmented trials, only one user, subject 303 chose to complete one mate action
manually instead of using assistance. Otherwise, all users chose to use the assistance when it was
available. We could have established a baseline task, but instead we attempted to get all users to the
same level of proficiency. Within the time limit it’s hard to train users, establish their proficiency,
and then also conduct controlled experimental trials.
Users consistently found automatic assistance to be useful for certain tasks. In particular,
the assistance was important for grasping small “node” objects, which are very challenging to grasp
manually with the Barrett hand. While grasping these objects directly was not required under the
nominal task procedure, if the users broke the NLN sub-assembly, they would sometimes need to
directly grasp a node in order to recover. Automatic assistance fills in gaps in the users’ manual
capabilities: users did not feel they needed assistance grabbing a standing link (shown in Figure 5.7.1-
2, in the lower left), but they would use assistance to perform mates.
We compared the approaches based on task completion rate, and average time to two,
three, and four mates. These times represent how fast users were able to arrive at key milestones
in assembling the structure. Results are shown in Table 5.5. We can see that users were less likely
to be able to complete the task under time delay in 15 minutes if they could not use autonomous
assistance. Users completed the first three stages of the task fastest with the augmenter under
all conditions. Users completed the task over a minute faster when they could use the augmenter
with 4000 ms of time delay. This is most likely because the autonomous assistance is capable of
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completing mates with higher precision.
We show the TLX scores computed as described in [38] in Figure 5.13 and Table 5.7. TLX
scores show us the cognitive workload users were experiencing while using our interface to complete
the task. These scores demonstrate that users considered both manipulation and assembly to be
easier when they could use automatic assistance.
5.6 Conclusion
The IRTC system with remote classification reported in this chapter has been shown to
potentially improve user success rates and execution speed when completing a multi-step struc-
ture assembly task. Additionally, subjects reported significantly lower multi-dimensional workloads
when IRTC-based assistance was available. These results are important to provide evidence that
Intent-Recognition-based Traded Control (IRTC) is a potentially viable method to improve operator
performance in manipulation tasks teleoperated over high-latency networks. The empirical results
also suggest that IRTC can improve operator efficiency even in the presence of sub-second time delay
over direct manual control methods.
One of the biggest limitations of this architecture is that it performs intent recognition and
manages traded control based on computations performed in the remote context. This significantly
decreases the legibility of the current and future system state, since users would have to wait for a
complete closed-loop cycle before seeing what the remote system determined they were trying to do.
Furthermore, it relies on only classifying when users performed unsafe actions that exceeded certain
velocity thresholds in order to take control. This meant that users could not get assistance when
moving very carefully, and it was not as useful when working in a more cluttered workspace where
it was harder to discern a user’s intent to manipulate different objects.
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Assembly with Local Classification
In this chapter, we report the third generation of a system architecture which aims to enable
efficient and high-performance teleoperation of complex and failure-prone tasks over high-latency
telemetry.
6.1 Introduction
Based on the lessons learned from our previously reported results, we have redesigned
the Intent-Recognition-based Traded Control (IRTC) system to support both local and remote
classification of user intent. Despite the promising results from the study reported in Chapter 5,
we were unable to determine if the IRTC paradigm improved task performance in a significant
way. As mentioned in the previous chapter, there are numerous aspects of the system which could
be improved. One of the biggest issues with the previous realization of the system was a lack of
legibility. Legibility is the degree to which an operator can immediately understand the state and
goals of the robotic system. While IRTC is a teleoperation architecture, is is also a collaborative
robotics architecture, since the remote robot can initiate execution of task elements on its own. This
means that in order for the operator to not be surprised by the semi-autonomous behavior, the
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system’s recognition of the operator’s intent must be instantaneously apparent to the operator. In
any critical application, it is unacceptable for the remote robot to move in a way that is either not
predictable or without making its own intent clear to the user.
The biggest architectural change that was necessary to improve system legibility was to
move the user intent classification to the operator console, so that the operator is presented im-
mediate feedback when his or her intent is recognized. These changes required adding additional
distributed state synchronization since the execution state influences the intent prediction. These
changes are detailed in Section 6.2. We also re-implemented the grasp and mate classification algo-
rithms in response to additional preliminary testing. These changes are described in Section 6.3.4.
We also refined and improved the operator interface and visualization to improve legibility without
overloading the operator’s visual attention budget. These changes are described in Section 6.3.2.
Another significant improvement to the system involved making the simulation of the mag-
netic structure mating significantly more realistic. In Section 5.5 we noted that constructing closed
loops of elements was difficult due to the flexibility of the mate simulation. We resolved this by
simulating the magnetic attraction when objects were close, and then switching to a stiff, rigid
attachment model at the ideal mate pose once the objects get close enough.
We also report the results of a 15-subject user study where users had to perform a simulated
structure reassembly task with four seconds of round-trip latency. This improvement enabled us to
develop an “unbounded-time” experimental task with twice the number of objects. This structure
reassembly task was designed in such a way that it increased the likelihood that the user would
encounter unexpected failure modes which they would be required to resolve. Unexpected failure
modes are failures in which the task deviates from the nominal plan in a way that the operator did
not anticipate as possible. These lead to operators needing to problem-solve on-line and develop a
plan to recover from these failures. The task structure accommodates several types of failures which
would not be recoverable without human intervention. One of the goals of this study is to determine
if users can more easily recover from such failures when semi-autonomous assistance is available
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Figure 6.1: IRTC architecture for local classification. The Augmenter Client (left) runs in the
human operator’s context, and the Augmenter Server (right) runs in the remote robot context. The
two halves of the system communicate over a high-latency communication channel.
through the IRTC architecture.. These unexpected failure modes are precisely the kind of event
that motivates the need for IRTC systems. While this system incorporates additional command-
predictive display elements, in our testing, both manual and assisted control have these features
in order to evaluate the additional effects of IRTC assistance. In our tests, we do not evaluate
the performance improvements due to the command-predictive display elements alone, because it
is well-accepted that these augmented displays improve telerobotic system usability, especially over
high-latency teleoperation. Furthermore, while we do display the predicted behavior of the robot,
this is a display of the robot’s goals, and not a simulation of its affect on the remote environment.
The contributions reported in this chapter are as follows:
• an new generation of an extensible architecture for modular semi-autonomous telemanipulation
with local and remote intent classification,
• a minimal visual interface to support legible semi-autonomous control,
• an experiment and task design which excites non-trivial assembly failure modes,
• a human subject study evaluating our approach with a 15 users
• open-source implementations of the architecture, simulation, and all necessary sub-systems,
which can be found at https://git.lcsr.jhu.edu/groups/irtc.
6.2 Client-Server Architecture
The primary design goal for this iteration of the IRTC architecture is to enable intent clas-
sification to be performed locally. This means that in addition to the remote augmenter server, there
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is now also an augmenter client with a similar structure. While the server still runs in the remote
robot context, the client runs in the operator context, and provides immediate intent classification
and feedback to the user.
The augmenter server and client, shown diagrammatically in Figure 6.1, are interconnected
over a communication channel with non-negligible latency τd. There are additional parallel commu-
nication channels which are not marshalled by the augmenter architecture. The role of the augmenter
server is very similar to the augmenter described in Section 5.2. However, since we want to preserve
the system’s capability to dispatch taskels at the remote site, the taskel management subsystem is
realized as a distributed system of synchronized clients and a single server. The augmenter client
delegates to a taskel client, and the augmenter server delegates to both a taskel client and taskel
server. All three elements continuously synchronize the set of active taskels, acquired resources, and
expected future taskels and acquired resources based on new events.
Similar to the centralized architecture, there are several types of modular components in
the distributed architecture, which are described in more detail later in this chapter. Both the
augmenter client and server are parameterized with the following sets of modules:
• observers Oclient and Oserver, which estimate high-level system state. These two sets of ob-
servers are mutually exclusive.
• classifiers Cclient and Cserver, which classify which taskel needs to be executed based on the user
input and scene information. These sets of classifiers are mutually exclusive.
• directors D, which buffer different types of user input.
The augmenter server has the following additional sets of modules:
• resources R, which correspond to unary resources which can only be claimed by one taskel at
a time.
• perceptors P, which aggregate information from high-level sensor data such as object recogni-
tion systems.
Finally, the augmenter client has the following additional sets of modules:
• visualizers V, which display information to the user based on the current state of the system.
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6.2.1 System and Scene State
In the architecture described in Chapter 5, all state observation and classification was
done at the remote site. This allocation of responsibilities was good for simplicity, but meant
that users only saw whether their intent was recognized after the duration of the closed-loop delay,
τd. Furthermore, the previous IRTC architecture did not provide a framework for visualization of
information which took into account both local and remote state information.
Since this architecture splits the augmenter into a server and client, both of these subsys-
tems maintain several types of internal state. Each subsystem has an internal state representation
similar to the augmenter described in Section 5.2. The biggest difference from the previous archi-
tecture is that taskel information is now managed by the taskel client and servers, instead of being
managed by the augmenter directly.
By convention, when modelling the augmenter architecture, we will consider the entire sys-
tem to run forward synchronously based on the operator’s subjective reality. Under this convention,
the internal state of the augmenter server at iteration k and time t is:
• Ud[k] = {u(τ) s.t. τ ∈ (t − τd − τb, t − τd)}: the τb seconds of buffered delayed user input,
sampled at a higher rate than the iteration rate;
• E[k] = {(ei, Pi)}: set of tracked known objects in the remote environment with object class
ei ∈ E , and world pose Pi ∈ SE(3);
• S[k] = {si}: set of observed heterogeneous states in the remote environment si;
The augmenter client’s internal state maintains the following information:
• Ud[k] = {u(τ) s.t. τ ∈ (t− τb, t)}: the τb seconds of buffered undelayed user input, sampled at
a higher rate than the iteration rate,
• E[k]: set of tracked objects in the remote environment (as above),
• S[k]: set of observed states in the remote environment (as above),
• SL[k] = {si}: set of locally observed heterogeneous operator states si.
Note that there is an asymmetry in the state representation of the augmenter server and client.
Both subsystems include state observers, but only the observed states from the server at the remote
site are synchronized. The observed states on the client side enable reasoning about the operator’s
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Figure 6.2: Taskel lifecycle.
State Description
PENDING The taskel has been instantiated, but has not been acknowledged.
ACTIVE The taskel has taken control of its resources and is executing.
PREEMPTING The taskel is in the process of stopping due to preemption.
Terminal State Description
REJECTED The taskel was not pursued by the server because it is no longer valid.
PREEMPTED The taskel was preempted by the client or the server.
SUCCEEDED The taskel was executed by the server and completed successfully.
FAILED The taskel was executed by the server but could not complete successfully.
ARCHIVED The taskel no longer needs to be monitored.
LOST Some synchronization error occurred.
Table 6.1: List of non-terminal and terminal taskel lifecycle states.
actions and future remote system states. Specifically, both the remote S[k] and local SL[k] states
are passed to the visualizers in the augmenter client.
6.2.2 Taskel Management
Previously, taskels were implicitly either in an active or inactive state. They could be
instantiated instantaneously after classification and then begin controlling hardware resources. Now
that taskels can be instantiated locally, and executed remotely, we need to explicitly model their
lifecycle states so that we can coordinate between the different contexts. These taskel lifcycle states
are listed in Table 6.1, and their transitions are shown in Figure 6.2. Furthermore, since the elements
are assumed to be connected over non-negligible communication latency, the system explicitly models
the future state of the taskels before the state change is acknowledged. This future remote state
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Exogenous Event Description
ACTIVATE The specified taskel should be activated, if possible.
PREEMPT The specified taskel should be preempted.
ARCHIVE The specified taskel no longer needs to publish its state.
Endogenous Event Description
REJECT The specified taskel will not be instantiated.
SUCCEED The specified taskel was able to achieve its goal.
FAIL The specified taskel was unable to achieve its goal.
Table 6.2: Taskel event types, used for controlling taskel lifecycle states.
modelling enables other elements of the system such as observers and classifiers to reason about
transient periods during which signals from the operator’s context have yet to be acknowledged.
The full instantaneous execution state of taskel i, χi, thus comprises the local execution state χLi ,
the remote state, χRi , the expected future remote state χ̂Ri :
χi = (χLi , χRi , χ̂Ri ) (6.1)
As mentioned in Section 6.2, the taskel management subsystem is composed of one or more
taskel clients which submit taskels to a single taskel server for execution. This enables taskels to
be instantiated both in the operator’s context and at the remote site. The taskel management
subsystem is then primarily responsible for managing the causal relationships between events that
occur in both the local and remote temporal contexts.
Communication between taskel clients and the taskel server is bidirectional. The taskel
server continuously broadcasts the remote execution states of all of the instantiated taskels, {χRi }.
As the operator commands the robot, the taskel clients broadcast exogenous execution events to the
server and other clients. These events are listed in Table 6.2.
Each participant (client and server) in the taskel management subsystem needs to be able
to determine if the status updates it’s receiving are the result of its own events, or the result of events
initiated by the remote system. In order to maintain this causal relationship, each participant main-
tains a set of logical clocks called “vector clocks” [26] which represent the last acknowledged event
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of example evolution of architecture with local classification and preemp-
tion. Three taskels, T1, T2, and T3 which all require exclusive access to a single resource are
activated in sequence so that they lead to preemptions. This example illustrates the acknowledged
and future expected states on the client side (left), and the actual taskel states on the server side
(right).
from each other participant. Vector clocks are a mechanism for determining causal relationships in a
distributed system. When an event happens that causes the local, remote, or expected remote state
to change, the participant responsible for that event increments its clock. That clock, along with
the most recently-received clocks from all other participants are then broadcasted with the event or
status update. When a participant receives either an event or a status update, it can determine if
that message incorporates the most recent events emitted by said participant.
6.2.3 Execution and Preemption Model
As mentioned in Section 6.2, the augmenter client maintains an acknowledged and expected
remote states. This provides a mechanism for elements of the system to reason about the state of
the system over the course of the delays. For example, when an operator cancels or interrupts a
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taskel, a PREEMPT event is sent to the augmenter sever. Between the time of the emission of that
event and the acknowledgement that the taskel has been preempted, the expected future remote
state is a terminal PREEMPTED state. Once the preemption is acknowledged, the completion of the
preemption is treated as a successful event.
6.3 System
Overall, the system in which we tested the new IRTC framework is similar to that described
in Chapter 5, except we improved several sub-systems, some of the augmenter modules, and interface
behaviors. Despite showing promising results, there were also several specific issues which the
previous study revealed. In order to properly test the IRTC approach, we determined that it was
necessary to improve these elements of the system.
6.3.1 Magnetic Mate Simulation
Instead of approximating the magnetic mates with soft constraints, we built a switched-
dynamics constraint controller to apply attractive magnetic dipole forces within some proximity, and
then apply a stiff constraint once the surfaces are properly aligned. This leads to much more realistic
behavior, and solves the problems which caused users difficulty in the previous study. The behavior
is more realistic because the simulation applies forces from each of the four magnets on each mate
surface, which pulls the surfaces together. Additionally, once the surfaces are pulled together, they
are “locked” in place at the exact alignment of the two surfaces. This exact alignment means that
closed chains are more easily constructed and do not accumulate significant error when they are
assembled.
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Figure 6.4: Different robot modes and the command rings used to display them. Leftmost is the
idle command mode, when no commands are being sent to the robot and it is holding position and
orientation. Second from left is the manual control mode. Center is the assisted control mode.
Second from right is the autonomous control mode, after the system recognizes the operator’s intent
and assumes control. Rightmost is the unreachable indicator, designating that the position or
orientation cannot be reached by the robot due to a kinematic constraint.
Figure 6.5: Red annular sections depict the amount of orientation error when the arm is not
tracking due to an obstruction, singularity, or dynamic motion limit. In this case, the operator
command, shown above in blue, is moving faster than the controllers are allowed to move.
6.3.2 User Visualization
A lack of system legibility in the previously tested system led to unnecessary user confusion
about the state of the robot and the assistance system. In order to create a minimal interface
which provides a sufficient level of introspection while not overloading the user with information, we
developed a color-coded command mode. The different command modes are depicted in Figure 6.4.
These colors were also easily modified to be distinguishable even to users with common red-green
colorblindness.
In addition to a simplified command color-coding, there were additional visual features that
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Figure 6.6: 3D trajectories, colored based on the commanded mode at that location in the tra-
jectory, show the history of commands that have yet to be acknowledged by the remote system. In
this case, the user is commanding the arm in assisted mode. Note that the real arm occludes the
segments of the trajectory which are behind it, thanks to the interlay compositing.
were displayed to give the operator introspection into the IRTC system’s internal state. First is the
tracking error designators, shown in Figure 6.5. These designators illustrate the linear and angular
error between the last acknowledged command and the last observed position of the end-effector.
Angular error is shown as a pair of red annular sections, and linear error is shown by a line from the
center of the command point to the last observed position of the end-effector.
In order to enable users to distinguish between apparent tracking errors caused by delay,
and actual tracking errors, the system also renders a 3D trajectory representing all of the commands
that have been sent to the remote robot, but have yet to be acknowledged. When there is a large
amount of delay, this visualization feature shows a concrete representation of that delay in the
context of the user’s motions. One of these trajectories is shown in Figure 6.6.
Similarly to the command trajectory, once the system has recognized an operator’s intent,
it shows the user the trajectory that it is going to execute so that the operator can decide if it is
appropriate. This recognition, preview, and execution sequence is shown in Figure 6.7. All of these
features lead to a system in which the autonomous behavior and intent recognition is much more
legible to the operators.
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(a) Intent Recognized (b) Trajectory Preview (c) Execution (d) Grasp Completion
Figure 6.7: Visual features of intent recognition and control trading. In this example, the operator
did not have the arm in an appropriate posture to grasp the intended object. In order to realize the
operator’s intent, the IRTC system uses the system’s motion planner to plan a path to reconfigure
the posture of the arm.
Figure 6.8: Joystick button mapping.
6.3.3 Control Hand-Off
The previous system required users to explicitly re-synchronize control with the remote
robot once they acquired control authority. This requirement lead to users not realizing when they
were or were not in control of the arm. In this version of the system, we re-synchronize automatically
once the remote system releases control. As such, the only difference to the operator control mapping
was the removal of the “resync” behavior which is no longer necessary. This new control mapping is
shown in Figure 6.8. In addition to removing the additional step, it also de-overloads the autonomous
interrupt trigger.
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6.3.4 Intent Recognition
While this iteration of the system could recognize object grasping and object mating, the
same two operator intents as the system described in Chapter 5, the intent classification algorithms
were improved based on observations made from the previous system. One limitation of the veloc-
ity-projection-based approach classification was that it only recognized an operator’s intent when
the operator made sufficiently-fast straight-line motions towards grasp or mate points. In some
cases, users would follow illegible trajectories to arrive at a given approach target. The previous
approach classification algorithm would ignore points from a trajectory which were too close to an
approach point. Instead, we add an additional classification mode, which classifies situations in
which operators appear to be aligning the gripper or a gripped object with an approach target.
6.4 Experiment
We developed a user study protocol and an experimental task to test the usefulness of IRTC
in the context of high-latency telemetry when the user is likely to encounter NT-RFMs. Similar to
the protocol executed in the study described in Chapter 6, we had users participate in two-hour
sessions, where the first hour involved training the users to use the system, and the second hour
involved several experimental tests. There were, however, several differences between the training
sessions and the tasks performed in both studies.
6.4.1 User Training
Users were trained on the IRTC system for a full hour before conducting the experimental
trials. This training was similar in motivation to the training described in Chapter 5, but was less
rigid. The goal of the training is to ensure that each user reached a baseline level of skill using
the system and does not have any difficulty using any element of the system. This baseline skill
level involves understanding the control mapping, visualization, the behavior of the IRTC system,
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60 min Training 60 min Testing
T1 T2 T3 T4Tutorials T0
Figure 6.9: The allocation of time for each part of each subject’s two-hour participation. In the
first hour, each subject would be instructed interactively on each element of the system, and then
complete the experimental task T0 with no assistance and with only 200 ms of delay with advice
from the experimenter. In the second hour, each subject completed four trials with 4000 ms of delay
with and without assistance, in alternating order. After each trial, the subjects completed NASA
TLX surveys.
and the experimental task, itself. In this training sequence, the study investigator would alternate
between demonstrating elements of the system through use, and letting the study participant repeat
the demonstrations. In this way, the study investigator was able to determine whether the study
participant understood each demonstrated element of the system. During this training sequence,
descriptions of various parts of the system were reiterated in order to better expose the participant
to them. The training sequence involves the following, with more detail provided in Appendix D:
• Explains the function all of the hardware interfaces without demonstration,
• Describes the command ring display modes, as described in Section 6.3.2,
• Demonstrates direct arm control and clutching with 200 and 4000 ms of delay,
• Demonstrates the delayed trajectory visualization, as described in Section 6.3.2,
• Demonstrates unreachable indicators and joint limit constraints on arm, as described in Sec-
tion 6.3.2,
• Demonstrates explicit RESCUE behavior,
• Demonstrates control of the gripper in free-space,
• Shows participant physical magnetically-mating truss elements and explains how they behave,
• Demonstrates grasping and mating of virtual magnetically-mating truss elements,
• Demonstrates experimental task with physical magnetically-mating trusses,
• Instructs user through tutorial experimental task with magnetically-mating trusses with robot
and 200 ms delay for 10 minutes.
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6.4.2 Experimental Task
The experimental task involved the repeated disassembly and reassmbly of the end of a 3D
lattice in a simulated dynamic environment, depicted in Figure 6.10. In contrast to the experiment
from the study described in Section 5.4, this task is cyclic and does not conclude after a fixed number
of steps. Once a user completes all steps involved in the task, he or she performs the same steps
in reverse to return the scene to its initial state and then repeats the process until a time limit is
reached. In addition to being cyclic, this task requires the user to interact with twice as many rigid
objects as in the previous study. This increases the dimensionality of the configuration space of the
scene objects, and constrains the free areas of the workspace. Advances in the simulation realism,
our ability to train users, and overall ease of use of the system have enabled us to have users perform
a task with twice as many parts, and twice as many nominal actions.
Furthermore, we have designed the manipulation task so that users are likely to encounter
structure failures which necessitate non-trivial failure recovery behaviors. In some cases, recovering
from failures requires manipulations which we could not have predicted before the experiment.
Specifically, the task required people to continuously disassemble and reassemble a structure
where there were six free parts. Users were presented with a partially-complete 3D rectangular lattice
with two horizontal positions occupied by two “upper” and “lower” links, and two “near” and “far”
vertical positions which are unoccupied. This initial configuration is shown in Figure 6.10a. One
half-cycle of the task was completed when users reconfigured the open end of the lattice so that the
horizontal positions were unoccupied and the vertical positions were occupied, as shown in Figure
6.10f. Users were told that only the occupancy mattered, not which links or nodes ended up in
which locations.
Users were, however, instructed to clear and fill the locations in a specific order. First,
they were to remove the upper, then lower links. Next, they were to place the links in the near,
and then far positions, and finally release and move away from the structure. If they still had time,
users were to then repeat the reconfiguration in the exact reverse order. This sequence is shown in
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(a) Acquire Upper (b) Place on Table (c) Acquire Lower
(d) Place Near (e) Place Far (f) Release
Figure 6.10: Experimental task sequence, demonstrated with manual control.
Figure 6.10. Users were also told that they were never to leave a single link on the table without at
least one node attached to it. If they did this, the link was very likely to get knocked over and/or
roll away.
After each trial, subjects evaluated their workload with the NASA Task Load Index (TLX)
survey [39], which measures workload in several dimensions. At the end of all trials, subjects also
recorded some qualitative thoughts as well as a TLX weighting survey.
6.4.3 Experimental Conditions
As in the study reported in Chapter 5, each user performed four experimental trials. In
this study, however, we only tested users under the “high-latency” 4000 ms condition, instead of also
testing users in the “low-latency” 200 ms condition. We also limited the length of each trial to 10
minutes, from 15 minutes, in order to allow for more time for users to reflect on their performance
while still staying within the 2-hour experiment limit. This enabled us to gather more data for each
user with and without assistance under otherwise-identical conditions.
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Figure 6.11: The number of times each user attempted to perform the experimental task. The
number of attempts is shown for each of each subject’s four trials, colored blue for manual control
and green for assisted control (lower is better).
In each trial, users were instructed to complete the experimental task cycle described in
Section 6.4.2 as many times as possible within the 10-minute time limit. If any parts were “lost”,
or knocked out of the workspace, it was considered a task failure, and the environment was reset to
the initial state.
6.5 Results
We conducted a study of 15 subjects under Johns Hopkins University (JHU) Homewood
Institutional Review Board (HIRB) Protocol HIRB00000701, with subject IDs 1001 to 1015. All
15 subjects were right-handed or ambidextrous. Seven of the subjects were 18 years of age, two
were 20, three were 21, two were 26, and one was 31. Two of the subjects were female, and the
rest were male. Ten subjects indicated that they had no experience using telemanipulation systems,
four subjects indicated that they had “limited” experience, and one subject indicated that he was
familiar witch such systems.
Overall, there were few issues with individual subjects. Subject 1011 indicated he was
fatigued when starting the experiment. Subject 1014 indicated that he suffered from color-blindness.
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Figure 6.12: The fraction of users who reached a given task stage in either of their two trials under
each condition. For each task stage, the manual fraction is on the left in blue, and the assisted
fraction is on the right in green.
Since our interface relies primarily on color indicators for designating command modes, we worked
with this subject to adjust the hue of the colors so that they were easily distinguishable. Once we
modified the hue of the autonomous execution mode from “gold” to “yellow”, the user reported that
it was easily distinguishable from the other modes.
6.5.1 Performance Metrics
Similar to the study described in Chapter 5, any time an object which escapes from the
workspace, it is considered a task failure, and users have to restart from the initial state. This leads
to users having to attempt to perform the task several times. Figure 6.11 shows the number of times
each subject attempted a given trial. Of the 15 users, 10 subjects needed to restart a trial at least
once. Across all users, there were a total of 21 failures with manual control, and only 7 failures
with assisted control. Note that while some subjects only failed when using manual control, all
subjects who failed when using assisted control failed a greater or equal number of times when using
manual control. A two-sided paired T-test give a p-value pf 0.0035, indicating that the availability
of IRTC-based assistance decreases the task failure rate with statistical significance. The descriptive
statistics for absolute and relative scores are shown in Figure 6.14.
Each subject’s trials were scored based on the highest “task stage” which they reached
before the 10-minute time limit. For this task, the task stage was a function of the occupancy of
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Figure 6.13: The maximum task stage reached by each user without and with IRTC-based assis-
tance. Each subject’s manual score is shown on the left in blue, and the assisted score is shown on
the right in green (higher is better).
Figure 6.14: The descriptive statistics for task scores across all subjects for the manual condition
(left), the assisted condition (center), and the relative improvement for each user (right).
the four link locations, as shown in Figure 6.10. Task stage 4 corresponds to one half-cycle of the
task, and the task stage increases as the user returns the environment to its initial configuration so
that one full-cycle corresponds to task stage 8. The fraction of users who reached each task stage is
shown in Figure 6.12. All subjects were able to reach task stage 2 both with and without assistance.
Subjects were more likely to progress beyond task stage 3 when assistance was available.
In terms of individual improvement, only three of the 15 subjects performed worse when
using assistance, and two subjects were able to reach the same task stage under both conditions.
Figure 6.14 shows the statistics and bounds for both conditions and the within-subject relative scores.
Overall, the median improvement was two additional task stages, with all but the lowest quartile
showing some improvement or similar performance regardless of the availability of assistance. The
results of a two-sided paired T-test give a p-value of 0.013 and suggest that the improvement shown
is statistically significant. Furthermore, the second and third quartiles of each user’s improvement
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Figure 6.15: The fraction of time spent with a given number of connected assembly components,
for all users. This includes both the distribution for manual control (top) and the distribution for
assisted control (bottom).
with assistance show that users are likely to improve between 0 and 4 stages when assistance is
available. This means that IRTC-based assistance can enable a user to complete an additional
half-cycle of the reassembly task.
In order to measure how ordered subjects kept the workspace in different experimental
conditions, we can measure the number of connected components over time. The optimal execution
of the task requires having no more than three separate components at any time, which occurs when
both links are separated from the existing lattice. There are six objects that the user can manipulate,
the largest number of separate components that can be made is seven. Distributions of the time
spent with a given number of connected components for both manual and assisted conditions are
shown in Figure 6.15. These distributions show that without assistance, subjects spent 18% more
time with more than three connected components.
6.5.2 User Workload
In general, users saw a decrease in workload when IRTC assistance was available when
compared to the manual control condition, based on their NASA TLX survey responses. Figure 6.16
shows each subject’s TLX score for his or her manual and assisted trials. There were only two subjects
who found a slight increase in workload with assistance over the manual condition, otherwise, all
other subjects saw slight to significant workload reductions when assistance was available.
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Figure 6.16: The NASA TLX scores for trials for all subjects, with scores from trials under the
same conditions averaged for each user. Each left bar corresponds to the mean of the subject’s TLX
score for his or her two trials under manual control, and each right bar corresponds to the mean of
the subject’s TLX score for his or her two trials with IRTC-based assistance (lower is better).
Figure 6.17: The descriptive statistics for TLX scores across all subjects for the manual condition
(left), the assisted condition (center), and the relative improvement for each user (right).
Within subjects, we found a median TLX task load reduction of 17.0 points, which is a
reduction of the median TLX score for the manual conditions of 31%. Furthermore a two-sided
paired T-test shows that these reductions are statistically significant, with a p-value of 0.00019. The
descriptive absolute and relative statistics are shown in Figure 6.17.
In general we found that all six workload dimensions measured by the NASA TLX metric
were reduced when users could use IRTC-based assistance. Figure 6.18 shows these workload dimen-
sions, their median values across subjects, and their ranges across subjects across both conditions.
In particular, we found that users had to try much harder to complete the task (TLX effort) when
assistance was not available, and they were also more likely to get frustrated (TLX frustration).
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Figure 6.18: All six TLX score dimensions for manual (blue) and assisted (green) trials. Solid
lines show the median TLX score for each dimension in both conditions, and the shaded regions
show the range of all values.
6.5.3 Unstructured Interaction
There were several subjects who performed complex a priori unplanned actions during the
experimental trials. At 4:47 minutes into Subject 1002’s first assisted trial (trial 2), he attempts
to mate a link to another node using assistance, but the IRTC system does not take over control
because doing so would have led to a collision between the gripper and the static structure. In order
to recover from this situation, Subject 1002 used the table top to push the grasped through the
gripper, and then re-attempted the mate action with success. This trial is shown in Figure E.11.
At 6:55 minutes into subject 1004’s first assisted trial (trial 2), he also wanted to get
assistance to attach two objects, but one was unreachable. In order to move the other object into
the reachable workspace, he used the gripped link as a tool to drag it into a better location. Once
he had done this, he was able to mate the two objects using assistance. This trial is shown in
Figure E.21.
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At 7:20 minutes into subject 1006’s first assisted trial (trial 2), he accidentally dropped a
node, but quickly re-acquires it using assistance. This trial is shown in Figure E.30.
6.6 Discussion
Overall, we found strong evidence that IRTC has the potential to increase operator perfor-
mance while simultaneously decreasing workload in all dimensions measured by the TLX metric.
The results also show how seamless the IRTC system can be when the intent-recognition
false positive rate is sufficiently low. In our tests, while we do not have concrete ground-truth data,
operator intent appears to have only been misclassified in less than 3% of cases. This means that
most users never needed to use the autonomous interrupt to explicitly preempt an autonomous
intervention.
Furthermore, our cyclic reassembly task appears to have been sufficiently complicated to
create non-trivial failure modes from which users needed to recover. As described in Section 6.5.3,
several users were able to quickly resolve recoverable failures when assistance was available, while
many were unable to or took much longer to do so without assistance.
The two main limitations of the system employed in this chapter are (1) late classification,
and (2) intent classification coverage. First, there were numerous instances where the IRTC system
did not recognize a subject’s intent early enough, and before the system could assume autonomous
control, the subject would drive the end-effector into incorrect contact with the environment. For
these situations, we still argue that there is sufficient information to recognize an operator’s intent,
but the heuristics-based classifiers used in this system still recognize operator intent too late. Part of
this could be tuned by increasing the false positive rate, but such tuning would be very application
and user-specific.
Second, as described in Section 3.5, there are still several elements of this task which cannot
be automated. For example, as realized, IRTC cannot recognize an intent to detach two elements
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without allowing the user to exert a force on the environment.
6.7 Conclusions
We have shown that IRTC can improve user performance while simultaneously reducing
workload in a simulated structure reassembly task. While these results are for our particular experi-
mental task and intent classifiers, these results show that if a system incorporates sufficiently capable
low-level subsystems and intent recognition systems with low enough false-positive rates, this sort
of automatic traded control can mitigate some of the difficulties in high-latency telemanipulation
tasks. We argue that the human interface design principles employed by this system should also
inform design of IRTC systems for other tasks and applications. Now that we have demonstrated
a sufficiently capable platform, it would be beneficial to decompose it and determine which system
features contribute to which elements of the performance improvement and workload reduction.
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Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Benefits of IRTC
We have shown that Intent-Recognition-based Traded Control (IRTC) can be used to si-
multaneously improve performance and reduce operator workload in a multi-object assembly task
under high-latency telemetry. These results are for novice users, which suggests that these methods
would be beneficial for non-technical operators, or operators who need to operate a system without
requiring a large amount of training. We believe this is due in part to the ways in which IRTC
provides an intuitive interface to complex robotic behaviors. The system does not require operators
to keep track of a large number of telemetry channels, details of the robot kinematics, or other
system information. Instead, it enables them to focus primarily on the task that they are trying to
execute.
7.2 Limitations of IRTC
As mentioned in Section 3.5, IRTC can only be applied to assist operators with taskels
which are τ -recognizable. This means that any taskel which begins in contact with an environment
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object cannot be assisted. For example, in the re-assembly task of Chapter 6, the removal of attached
structures cannot be recognized until the operator has already begun to disassemble them. There are
potentially ways to enable these taskels to be recognizable, mostly by incorporating haptic feedback
and virtual fixtures into the operator console. We believe that such additions could expand the
applicability of IRTC to a much larger space of tasks.
7.3 Future Work
7.3.1 Incorporation of Machine Learning
In the studies reported in this thesis, all of the intent recognition was performed with
engineered heuristics-based classifiers. While the behavior of these classifiers is very well-defined,
this approach limits their ability to recognize features in operator commands which might enable
earlier classification. Additionally, developing intention recognition classifiers which minimize false
positive rate is still an open research topic and is the focus of the next stage of our research. We
have already begun incorporating some neural-network-based methods to improve intent recognition
performance.
7.3.2 Extension to Dynamic Objects
IRTC has proven to be beneficial for tasks involving static objects; however, there is a
large opportunity to apply this approach to tasks with dynamic, flexible, or deformable objects. By
tracking manipulable objects, the system should be able to infer which object the human operator
is trying to grasp by looking back into the history of the scene and recognizing what it looked like
to the user when the command was sent. In addition to rigid object dynamics, the potential to
incorporate the suppression of oscillatory motion between the manipulator and the environment
could further increase the capabilities of teleoperated on-orbit robotic manipulators.
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7.3.3 Reasoning about Optimal Assistance
While the ASCENT prototype was a useful exercise, the heuristics-based classifier would
not scale up to more complex tasks. Instead, we plan to incorporate into the system a task model
with temporal and spatial semantics. We will then be able to not only assist the user in completing
more complex tasks with context-sensitive assistance, but also we will be able to use a global task
model to optimize the parameters of the intervention.
7.3.4 User testing on Physical Platforms
This will enable us to compare more interfaces in the same amount of time, and to run
experiments testing robustness to failures of the vision system. In the future the third-generation
system reported in Chapter 6 should also be deployed on a real robotic manipulator. It would further
be beneficial to deploy the system for use in microgravity, to better understand the effects of IRTC
on on-orbit manipulation tasks.
7.4 Research in Semi-Autonomous Interfaces
One of the most difficult aspects of testing IRTC for semi-autonomous telemanipulation
and assembly is developing an intuitive enough interface so that users can be rapidly trained to
use the system. We believe that future human subjects testing with semi-autonomous interfaces
needs to focus on long-running multi-session trials, in order to ensure that the proposed methods do
not simply have an advantage for novice users. This is especially important as tasks become more
complex, and learning effects might dominate early trials.
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A Real-Time Control Switching Framework
In order to support the experiments reported in this thesis, we have developed a set of
software constraints for use in the Orocos Real-Time Toolkit (RTT) [91] which model causal data-
flow relationships between components and allows both introspection, analysis, and coordinated
siwtching of hybrid control systems. This framework, called “ConMan” (Control Manager) has been
released under a permissive open-source license so that it can benefit the robotics community at
large. Using ConMan, we can switch between these different control modes at run-time without
introducing instabilities and without missing control cycles. An example control pipeline is shown
in Figure A.1 in the graphical user interface tool which we have built to debug and manipulate
the controllers running within the Conman framework framework. This pipeline includes joint-
space trajectory control, inverse-kinematics (IK)-based cartesian control, and a “safe” cartesian
impedace control mode. Joint-space trajectory control is suitable for autonomous operation and
pre-planned trajectories commonly used by autonomous mobile manipulator platforms, but is not
suitable for cartesian-space control since the resulting motions are generated through interpolations
in the robot’s joint space instead of the task-relevant space in which a user normally commands a
robot when teleoperating manipulation tasks. Furthermore, the precise control of forces and dynamic
cartesian compliance in object manipulation that parts-assembly requires can only be performed with
a controller which operates in cartesian space.
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Figure A.1: Screenshot of the Conman graphical user interface and the auto-generated controller
block diagram. Blocks are colored based on the percentage of the control cycle they take to compute,
and gray blocks are inactive. In addition to the topology of the controller, this tool enables quick
introspection on the performance of any control configuration.
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B Series-3 User Study Instructions
Users must press a clutch pedal to send commands to the robot. When the clutch pedal is
pressed and the Command Ring is BLUE, the Command Ring’s pose is reset to the current position
of the end effector and the remote robot will attempt to follow changes to the goal pose with the
Cartesian Impedance controller. The relative motion made by the 3D joystick while the pedal is
down will be applied to the goal pose in the remote environment. When you release the CLUTCH
pedal, the GOAL POSE will stop moving. In this case, releasing and re-pressing the CLUTCH pedal
once you have fully extended your arm is analogous to lifting and re-placing a computer mouse once
it is at the end of a desk.
Due to the limitations of robotic hardware, the robot will not always be able to move
directly to the GOAL POSE. For example, the robot’s reach is limited in space, and its joints can
not rotate continuously. In such cases, you can release the CLUTCH pedal, and press the RESCUE
pedal (left foot pedal). The user can activate the singularity rescuer by pressing the RESCUE
button. This will switch the robot to joint RML control and instruct the robot to motion plan to
the current goal pose. The purpose of the RESCUE button is to prevent users from getting stuck
in singular configurations. The remote robot will assume control of itself, and attempt to achieve
the GOAL POSE. When the robot is in RESCUE mode, the Command Ring will change color to
ORANGE. Once the robot has relinquished control, the Command Ring will change state to either
Manual or Detached. If the Command Ring is Detached, users may use the SYNC button or press
the RESCUE pedal again to realign things.
At any time, the SYNC button may be pressed in order to reset the goal pose to the latest
observed actual pose of the robot. This is the top trigger on the 3D joystick. This button will also
interrupt any autonomous operation of the robot when the Command Ring is ORANGE.
Finally, by squeezing the GRIPPER trigger on the Razer Hydra, the user can close the
gripper on the remote robot. Releasing the trigger will open the gripper. There is some special
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behavior when the user releases the clutch while the gripper is pressed: they may release the gripper
trigger and the gripper on the remote robot will not be commanded to open. When pressing the
pedal down again, the gripper position will remain locked until the user presses the trigger down to
the same position as when the gripper was closed the first time. While complex, this behavior is
very intuitive in practice, and allows users to close the gripper and manipulate an object without
constantly pressing the trigger.
B.1 Controlling the Gripper
The three fingers of the gripper are controlled with the analog GRIPPER trigger on the
3D mouse such that squeezing the trigger fully will close the gripper fully, and releasing the trigger
fully will open the gripper fully. Similarly to the goal pose, the goal grasp will only change when the
CLUTCH pedal is pressed. The control state of the fingers is designated by the color of the spheres
on the Command Ring similarly to the goal grasp.
When the CLUTCH pedal is released, the spheres on the Command Ring will turn RED,
and the goal grasp will not move. This is the best way to maintain a specific finger position without
having to continuously squeeze the trigger. When the CLUTCH pedal is re-pressed, the GOAL
GRASP will remain fixed until the trigger is squeezed to match the GOAL GRASP, at which point
the spheres on the COMMAND RING will again turn BLUE and the finger position will follow the
trigger position.
B.2 Autonomous Assistance
In some scenarios, you will be asked to take advantage of the system’s intention recognition
and assistance capabilities. In order to do so, you can squeeze the button above the trigger on the
3D mouse. Users can also use the Autonomous Assistance pedal to activate the augmenter. This will
cause the Command Ring to turn GREEN and the remote system will begin interpreting the user’s
motions. If it determines that it can assist the user based on a set of pre-determined classifiers, the
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Command Ring will change to ORANGE and it will assume control of the arm. When this happens,
the system will indicate either the object that it intends to grasp or the location that it intends to
attach a grasped object. Similarly to when using the RESCUE button, pressing the center thumb
button the 3D joystick will interrupt an incorrect assistance behavior.
B.3 Operator Visualization
This normally coincides with the highest-bandiwth telemetry due to buffering and re-
encoding delays. The user is continuously presented with a stereoscopic video stream of the remote
environment, virtual overlays showing the system’s environment model, as well as a low-latency 3D
overlay of the latest operator command. For our experiments, we used a commercial off-the-shelf
stereoscopic display which uses active shutter glasses. As mentioned above, the opacity of all of





C.1 User Demographics and Test Order
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309
Age 27 27 24 26 30 27 25 24 27
Gender male male male male male male female male male
Hand R R R R R R R R R
Exp. Lim. Fam. Lim. Fam. None Lim. Lim. None Exp.
Injuries No No No No No No No No No
Neuro. No No No No No No No No No
Vision No No No No No No No No No
Depth No No No No No No No No No
Color No No No No No No No No No
Headache No No No No No No No No No
Fatigue No No Yes No No Yes No No No
Trial 1 M 0.2 M 4 M 0.2 M 0.2 M 4 A 4 M 0.2 M 4 A 4
Trial 2 M 4 A 4 A 4 A 4 A 4 M 0.2 M 4 A 4 M 4
Trial 3 A 0.2 M 0.2 A 0.2 M 4 M 0.2 M 4 A 4 A 0.2 M 0.2
Trial 4 A 4 A 0.2 M 4 A 0.2 A 0.2 A 0.2 A 0.2 M 0.2 A 0.2

































































































Earliest Mate Gripper Occupied Mates Assist Rescue Fail Succeed

































































































Earliest Mate Gripper Occupied Mates Assist Rescue Fail Succeed

































































































Earliest Mate Gripper Occupied Mates Assist Rescue Fail Succeed

































































































Earliest Mate Gripper Occupied Mates Assist Rescue Fail Succeed
Figure C.5: User activity traces and task progress under 4000ms of round-trip latency, and with
IRTC assistance.
D Series-1000 User Study Instructions




– Explains the function all of the hardware interfaces without demonstration,
– Describes the command ring display modes, as described in Section 6.3.2,
– Demonstrates direct arm control and clutching with both clutches,
• Participant
– Demonstrates direct arm control and clutching with 200 ms of delay,
– Demonstrates direct arm control and clutching with 4000 ms of delay,
• Investigator
– Explains the delayed trajectory visualization,
– Demonstrates unreachable indicators and joint limit constraints on arm,
– Demonstrates explicit RESCUE behavior,
• Participant Demonstrates explicit RESCUE behavior,
• Investigator Demonstrates control of the gripper in free-space,
• Participant Demonstrates control of the gripper in free-space,
• Investigator Shows participant physical magnetically-mating truss elements and explains how
they behave,
• Participant
– Uses direct control to grasp a link with 200 ms of delay,
• Investigator Explains 3D visualization when manipulating objects,
• Participant
– Uses direct control to attach link to node with 200 ms of delay,
– Uses direct control to grasp a link with 4000 ms of delay,
– Uses direct control to attach link to node with 4000 ms of delay,
• Investigator
– Demonstrates using assisted control to grasp a link with 4000 ms of delay,
– Demonstrates using assisted control to attach link to node with 4000 ms of delay,
– Demonstrates interrupting a recognized intent,
• Participant
– Uses assisted control to grasp a link with 4000 ms of delay,
– Uses assisted control to attach link to node with 4000 ms of delay,
• Investigator Demonstrates experimental task with physical magnetically-mating trusses,
• Participant Demonstrates experimental task with magnetically-mating trusses with robot
and 200 ms delay for 10 minutes.
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D.2 Protocol Script Detail
Consent / Intro Survey (5 Minutes)
• Read informed consent form.
• You are going to be using a 3D interface in order to control a simulated remote robotic ma-
nipulator. This experiment is meant to test different robot control approaches under different
levels of time delay.
• The experiment involves two parts: first, you will operate the robot in order to perform a set
of simple tasks in order to introduce you to the system, second, you will complete a complex
assembly task under different testing conditions.
System Tutorial (40 Minutes)
• Robot
– You will be controlling a simulated seven degree-of-freedom robotic manipulator with a
three-finger gripper in a remote environment.
• Interface Devices
– You will be able to see video of the remote environment as well as virtual overlays in
a stereoscopic 3D display. To command the robot and the gripper, you will use an
ungrounded 3D joystick and a pair of foot pedals.
– 3D Stereo Display with Shutter Glasses
∗ The 3D display will show you the remote environment, with additional virtual 3D
overlays.
∗ Have user decide if the display is clearer with the lights on or off
∗ Show the user what it looks like when the glasses turn off
∗ Tell user to say immediately if the glasses turn off
– 3D Mouse
∗ You will use a 3D mouse to control the position and orientation of the robot’s gripper
and the opening of the gripper fingers.
∗ You will control the position and orientation of the gripper by moving the 3D mouse
around in the space over the table. When you do this, you should maintain a firm
grasp on the controller and imagine a well-defined relationship between the orienta-
tion of the controller and the orientation of the gripper. You should also keep the
controller over the table and avoid keeping your arm in uncomfortable positions for
very long.
∗ The opening of the gripper fingers is controlled by the gripper trigger, the analog
trigger on the front of the controller. Above that is the interrupt trigger, which will
interrupt any actions that the remote robot is taking on it’s own. Continuing over
the top of the controller is a overlay transparency thumbstick. This thumbstick can
be used to change the transparency of some of the 3D overlays. Finally, the pill-
shaped button at the rear is the rescue button. In the event that the robot cannot
reach a commanded position, you can press this button to cause the robot to plan a




∗ Either of the control will give you direct control of the remote robot when pressed
and held. The right clutch is the manual control clutch, and the left clutch is the
assisted control clutch.
• Driving the Robot
– Describe WHITE idle command marker
– Demonstrate blue / green / red command overlay
– In order for the joystick to send commands, one of the CLUTCH pedals must be pressed.
When a CLUTCH pedal is pressed, you will see the COMMAND OVERLAY illumi-
nate either BLUE or GREEN, and the COMMAND OVERLAY will begin following the
motions relative to the position the controller was in when the CLUTCH was pressed.
– Releasing and re-pressing the CLUTCH pedal once you have fully extended your arm is
analogous to lifting and re-placing a computer mouse once it is at the end of a desk.
– Illustrate extent of robot reach
– When you’re commanding the robot to go to a position that it cannot reach, the COM-
MAND OVERLAY will turn RED.
– Whenever the COMMAND OVERLAY turns RED, you should double-check that it’s
actually tracking the (delayed) command.
• Have user move robot under 200ms delay
• Have user move robot under 4000ms delay
• Demonstrate latent trajectory overlay
– In addition to the current command, the system will also draw past commands which
have yet to reach the remote robot.
– The entirety of the trajectory that has yet to reach the remote robot will always be
displayed.
– If the robot is not tracking well, and that trajectory has been entirely “consumed” then
the error is due to some other limtiation.
– Move arm into non-tracking configuration for user
– Due to the limitations of robotic hardware, the robot will not always be able to move
directly to the GOAL POSE.
– Robots generally have different joint limits and kinematic constraints than your own arm,
and we don’t expect you to be very familiar with the particular constraints on this robot.
– Illustrate last command position and orientation error
• Demonstrate rescue operation
– For example, the robot’s reach is limited in space, and its joints can not rotate con-
tinuously. In such cases, you can press the RESCUE button. Pressing the RESCUE
button will instruct the robot to try to move to the current GOAL POSE via a possibly
counter-intuitive trajectory. The remote robot will assume control of itself, and attempt
to achieve the GOAL POSE.
– When you press the RESCUE button, the COMMAND OVERLAY will turn GOLD and
the robot will take control of itself. This is the color that the robot will always use to
indicate it’s goal.
– Once RESCUE is complete, the robot will return control to you
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– Move arm into non-tracking configuration for user
– Have user demonstrate rescue operation
– Demonstrate interrupting rescue operation
– If the robot indicates that it’s going to do something that you don’t like, you can interrupt
it with the interrupt trigger.
– When you do this, the GOLD overlays will turn BRONZE until the robot receives the
interrupt and returns control to you.
– Move arm into non-tracking configuration for user
– Have user demonstrate interrupting rescue operation
• Controlling the Gripper
– The three fingers of the gripper are controlled with the analog trigger on the 3D mouse
such that squeezing the trigger fully will close the gripper fully, and releasing the trigger
fully will open the gripper fully. Similarly to the COMMAND GOAL, the GRASP GOAL
will only change when a CLUTCH pedal is pressed. The control state of the fingers is
similarly designated by the color of the fingers. If the fingers are WHITE, they will
maintain the last commanded position.
– Demonstrate closing and opening gripper
– Demonstrate declutching with the gripper in a mid-position
– Demonstrate moving with the gripper idle
– Demonstrate re-attaching from the outside
– To close the fingers, press a CLUTCH pedal with the front trigger depressed, and slowly
squeeze until the RED finger position command matches the last command and the fingers
turn BLUE or GREEN.
– Demonstrate re-attaching from the inside
– To open the fingers, press a CLUTCH pedal with the front trigger pressed all the way,
and slowly release until the RED finger position command matches the last command the
fingers turn BLUE or GREEN.
– Have user demonstrate gripper control and re-attaching from the outside and inside
– When manipulating the gripper, you should try to move the fingers slowly and deliber-
ately.
• Manipulating Objects Manually
– In this experiment, you will manipulate two types of magnetically-mating truss elements:
links and nodes.
– Show user physical nodes and links
– Nodes have six magnetically-mating female surfaces
– Links have two magnetically-mating male surfaces
– In addition to supporting tension, the surface features also support shear and torsional
loads
– The configuration of magnets leads to a stable attachment, but mating them involves
some subtle manipulation
– In order to mate the objects, you should align the two surfaces so that they are parallel
and aligned axially, and them them perpendicular until they mate.
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– Note that the sides of the objects are oriented at 45 degrees to each-other when mated.
– You should NEVER leave a link alone on the table, because it will roll away. If you place
it vertically, you will hit it with your elbow and it will roll away.
– If any part escapes off the side of the table, it will be considered a task failure, and the
experiment will be reset
• Have user grasp link and attach it to a node in the simulation.
– Spawn link and node
– Explain graspable object marker
– Instruct user to grasp node
– Note that the node is all the way on the edge of the robot’s workspace.
– Instruct user to lift object up into the center of the screen.
– Explain grasped object markers
– Explain viable mate markers
– Have user adjust transparency of markers, and toggle through marker display modes
– Have user attach link to node
– Have user lift link-node assembly into air
• Manipulating Objects With Assistance
– In some scenarios, you will be given access to the system’s intention recognition and
assistance capabilities. In order to do so, you will press the AUGMENTER pedal (left
foot pedal). This will cause the COMMAND MARKER to turn GREEN and the system
will begin interpreting your motions.
– The theory of operation for the augmeted control mode is that you should act exactly as
if there is nothing there to help you. In other words, simply try to manipulate objects
as carefully as you would when controlling the system manually. In some cases, the
augmenter might not be able to help you. This is similar to the way that autocorrect
works: sometimes, a word will be incorrectly changed, and instead of re-typing it again
and again, you should just type it out manually.
– Demonstrate augmented grasping
– Demonstrate augmented mating
– Have user grasp link autonomously
– The augmenter will only help you grasp objects at their centers.
– Have user mate objects with augmenter
– Just like with the RESCUE command, when the system indicates that it will do something
with the GOLD markers, you can interrupt it with the INTERRUPT trigger.
Task Overview (10 Minutes)
• In these experiments, you will be asked to manipulate and assemble structures composed of
magnetically-mating truss elements. In the simulation, in order for them to be mated, they
need to be precisely placed into their mated locations. Familiarize yourself with the way that
they attach to each-other.
• Explain task constraints
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– You will be faced with the end of a partially-completed 3D lattice
– Of the elements that make up the lattice, all but the six on the end are locked in place,
and will not move.
– Your goal is to reconfigure these six elements from a horizontal pair into a vertical pair
– Once you have done this, you will repeat the process in reverse, and reconfigure it to the
initial configuration
– You will do this as many times as you can in 10 minutes
– You are to reassemble the structure in a very specific order.
– First I will show you the “ideal” or “optimal” sequence of actions
– First remove the UPPER structure by grasping it from below, and pulling it down and
out
– Place the structure on the table
– Then remove the LOWER structure by grasping it firmly from above, and pulling it up
and out
– Place one of the structures at the NEAR location
– Place the other structure at the FAR location
– All that matters is the order in which each location is cleared or populated.
– You must remove a top link before removing a bottom link
– You must attach a near link before attaching a far link
– You must remove a far link before removing a near link
– You must attach a bottom link before attaching a top link
– It is unlikely that you will always remove all three elements from the lattice.
– If you remove a link and node, then you can still place it on the ground
– If you remove just a link, then you MUST attach it to a secure location before continuing,
if you cannot place it into it’s final location
• Explain to user how to remove single nodes
• Explain to user how to attach corner structures (nodes and subassemblies)
Task Demo (10 Minutes)
Users will be instructed to complete one cycle of the task (or work for up to 10 minutes)
under the (200ms / Manual) condition. This is to introduce them to completing the task.
Break (5 Minutes)
Assembly Task Trials (40 Minutes)
Each user will operate the arm for four ten-minute trials. In one of two randomly-chosen
sequences:
“Manual First”
• 4000ms Delay, Manual
• 4000ms Delay, Assisted
• 4000ms Delay, Manual
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• 4000ms Delay, Assisted
“Assisted First”
• 4000ms Delay, Assisted
• 4000ms Delay, Manual
• 4000ms Delay, Assisted
• 4000ms Delay, Manual
E Series-1000 Data
E.1 User Demographics and Test Order
1001 1002 1003 1004 1005 1006 1007 1008 1009 1010
Age 18 18 18 18 20 21 26 18 20 18
Gender Female Male Male Male Male Male Male Female Male Male
Hand R R R R R R R R A R
Exp. None None None Lim. Fam. None Lim. None Lim. None
Injuries No No No No No No No No No No
Neuro. No No No No No No No No No No
Vision No No No No No No No No No No
Depth No No No No No No No No No No
Color No No No No No No No No No No
Headache No No No No No No No No No No
Fatigue No No No No No No No No No Yes
Trial 1 A M M M A M M M M A
Trial 2 M A A A M A A A A M
Trial 3 A M M M A M M M M A
Trial 4 M A A A M A A A A M
1011 1012 1013 1014 1015
Age 31 21 18 26 21
Gender Male Male Male Male Male
Hand R R R R R
Exp. Lim. None None None None
Injuries No No No No No
Neuro. No No No No No
Vision No No No No No
Depth No No No No No
Color No No No Yes No
Headache No No No No No
Fatigue No No No No No
Trial 1 A A M M M
Trial 2 M M A A A
Trial 3 A A M M M
Trial 4 M M A A A




Figure E.6: Subject 1001, Trial 1, Attempt 1
Figure E.7: Subject 1001, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.8: Subject 1001, Trial 3, Attempt 1
Figure E.9: Subject 1001, Trial 4, Attempt 1
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Figure E.10: Subject 1002, Trial 1, Attempt 1
Figure E.11: Subject 1002, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.12: Subject 1002, Trial 3, Attempt 1
Figure E.13: Subject 1002, Trial 3, Attempt 2
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Figure E.14: Subject 1002, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.15: Subject 1003, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.16: Subject 1003, Trial 2, Attempt 1
Figure E.17: Subject 1003, Trial 3, Attempt 1
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Figure E.18: Subject 1003, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.19: Subject 1004, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.20: Subject 1004, Trial 1, Attempt 2
Figure E.21: Subject 1004, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.22: Subject 1004, Trial 3, Attempt 1
Figure E.23: Subject 1004, Trial 3, Attempt 2
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Figure E.24: Subject 1004, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.25: Subject 1005, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.26: Subject 1005, Trial 2, Attempt 1
Figure E.27: Subject 1005, Trial 3, Attempt 1
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Figure E.28: Subject 1005, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.29: Subject 1006, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.30: Subject 1006, Trial 2, Attempt 1
Figure E.31: Subject 1006, Trial 3, Attempt 1
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Figure E.32: Subject 1006, Trial 3, Attempt 2
Figure E.33: Subject 1006, Trial 3, Attempt 3
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Figure E.34: Subject 1006, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.35: Subject 1007, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.36: Subject 1007, Trial 2, Attempt 1
Figure E.37: Subject 1007, Trial 3, Attempt 1
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Figure E.38: Subject 1007, Trial 3, Attempt 2
Figure E.39: Subject 1007, Trial 4, Attempt 1
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Figure E.40: Subject 1008, Trial 1, Attempt 1
Figure E.41: Subject 1008, Trial 1, Attempt 2
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Figure E.42: Subject 1008, Trial 1, Attempt 3
Figure E.43: Subject 1008, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.44: Subject 1008, Trial 2, Attempt 2
Figure E.45: Subject 1008, Trial 3, Attempt 1
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Figure E.46: Subject 1008, Trial 3, Attempt 2
Figure E.47: Subject 1008, Trial 3, Attempt 3
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Figure E.48: Subject 1008, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.49: Subject 1008, Trial 4, Attempt 2
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Figure E.50: Subject 1009, Trial 1, Attempt 1
Figure E.51: Subject 1009, Trial 1, Attempt 2
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Figure E.52: Subject 1009, Trial 1, Attempt 3
Figure E.53: Subject 1009, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.54: Subject 1009, Trial 3, Attempt 1
Figure E.55: Subject 1009, Trial 4, Attempt 1
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Figure E.56: Subject 1009, Trial 4, Attempt 2
Figure E.57: Subject 1010, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.58: Subject 1010, Trial 1, Attempt 2
Figure E.59: Subject 1010, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.60: Subject 1010, Trial 2, Attempt 2
Figure E.61: Subject 1010, Trial 2, Attempt 3
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Figure E.62: Subject 1010, Trial 3, Attempt 1
Figure E.63: Subject 1010, Trial 3, Attempt 2
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Figure E.64: Subject 1010, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.65: Subject 1011, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.66: Subject 1011, Trial 2, Attempt 1
Figure E.67: Subject 1011, Trial 3, Attempt 1
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Figure E.68: Subject 1011, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.69: Subject 1012, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.70: Subject 1012, Trial 2, Attempt 1
Figure E.71: Subject 1012, Trial 3, Attempt 1
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Figure E.72: Subject 1012, Trial 4, Attempt 1
Figure E.73: Subject 1012, Trial 4, Attempt 2
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Figure E.74: Subject 1012, Trial 4, Attempt 3
Figure E.75: Subject 1013, Trial 1, Attempt 1
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Figure E.76: Subject 1013, Trial 1, Attempt 2
Figure E.77: Subject 1013, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.78: Subject 1013, Trial 3, Attempt 1
Figure E.79: Subject 1013, Trial 4, Attempt 1
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Figure E.80: Subject 1014, Trial 1, Attempt 1
Figure E.81: Subject 1014, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.82: Subject 1014, Trial 3, Attempt 1
Figure E.83: Subject 1014, Trial 4, Attempt 1
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Figure E.84: Subject 1015, Trial 1, Attempt 1
Figure E.85: Subject 1015, Trial 2, Attempt 1
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Figure E.86: Subject 1015, Trial 3, Attempt 1
Figure E.87: Subject 1015, Trial 3, Attempt 2
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Figure E.88: Subject 1015, Trial 3, Attempt 3
Figure E.89: Subject 1015, Trial 4, Attempt 1
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Figure E.90: Subject 1015, Trial 4, Attempt 2
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